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Abstract 

Fish and shellfish are important sources of protein for the world population. Nearly 50 percent 

of fish and shellfish products originate from aquaculture, and the rest comes from traditional 

fishing. The marine stocks are under threat from unsustainable fishing practices. Together 

with fishing, aquaculture constitutes extra stress on the marine stocks and ecosystems. 

Aquaculture also causes other environmental side effects. International trade rules do not 

sufficiently take care of the ecological problems. Voluntary initiatives, like ecolabels, are one 

way of dealing with the problems. This thesis does an attempt to, from an environmental 

science perspective, analyze how the fish counters at four ICA Kvantum stores in the 

Stockholm region work with ecological sustainability issues with regards to fish and shellfish. 

The overall purpose is to examine the shops’ historical, current and potential future work and 

to analyze if the work is conducted in a proactive, reactive or in a passive way. The main 

findings include that the knowledge, sustainability statuses, responsiveness, and changes in 

time, and the intentions or plans for the future differed a lot between the different shops. 

Furthermore, many of the investigated potential problem areas seemed to constitute problems 

in practice. Additionally, it seemed like additional pressure may be needed if the aggregated 

ecological status should be raised. The research method consisted of case studies with semi-

structured qualitative interviews and analysis of corporate documents, and a minor 

quantitative investigation of the frozen assortment at the stores. 
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Sammanfattning 

Fisk och skaldjur är en viktig proteinkälla för världens befolkning. Nära hälften av fisk- och 

skaldjursprodukterna internationellt kommer idag från akvakultur (fiskodlingar). Resten 

kommer från traditionellt fiske. De marina fisk- och skaldjursbestånden hotas i olika grad av 

ohållbart fiske. Tillsammans med fisket utgör olika former av akvakultur påfrestningar mot 

fisk- och skaldjursbestånd och de marina ekosystemen. Akvakultur orsakar även andra ekolo-

giska sidoeffekter. Internationella handelsregler tar idag inte tillräcklig hänsyn till de ekolo-

giska problemen. Frivilliga initiativ såsom miljömärkningar har uppkommit och kan 

eventuellt utgöra en del av lösningarna på problemen. Denna kandidatuppsats gör utifrån ett 

miljövetenskapligt perspektiv ett försök att analysera hur ”fiskdiskarna” i fyra ICA Kvantum-

butiker i Stockholms län arbetar med ekologisk hållbarhet vad gäller fisk och skaldjur. Över-

gripande syftet är att undersöka livsmedelsbutikernas historiska, nuvarande och potentiella 

framtida arbete med de ekologiska hållbarhetsfrågorna, samt att analysera om de arbetar uti-

från ett proaktivt, reaktivt eller passivt angreppssätt. Huvudresultaten visar att arbetet mellan 

butikerna skiljde sig mycket med avseende på kunskaper, ekologiska hållbarhetsteman, 

proaktivitet/ reaktivitet/ passivitet, förändringar över tiden, samt vad gäller intentioner och 

planer för framtiden. Vidare så verkade flera av de studerade ekologiska problemområdena på 

olika sätt utgöra verkliga problem. Någon form av påtryckningar verkade vara nödvändigt om 

butikernas arbete, aggregerat sett, skulle ställas om till en mer ekologiskt hållbar status. 

Metoden utgjordes av fallstudier med semistrukturerade kvalitativa intervjuer och studier av 

utvalda centrala dokument från ICA-koncernen relaterade till det tematiska undersöknings-

området. En mindre kvantitativ utvärdering av butikerna frysta sortiment gjordes också. 
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Explanation of some terms 

Term Explanation 
Aquaculture Stewardship 
Council (ASC) 

Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC) claim they want to 
“transform aquaculture towards environmental and social 
sustainability” (ASC 2012). ASC hold a certification system and 
an ecolabel system for aquaculture products. 

Brand assortment ICA’s own brand assortment of fish and shellfish products can be 
found in the brands ICA, ICA Basic, I love ECO, ICA Gott liv, 
ICA Selection (ICA 2012n). 

KRAV A Swedish ecolabel certification system for different consumer 
products. With regards to fish and shellfish, both fished and 
cultivated products can be KRAV-certified, and will then be able 
to hold KRAV’s ecolabel (KRAV 2012). 

Marine Stewardship 
Council (MSC) 

A certification program that places demands on the sustainability 
of fisheries. With its ecolabelling system and certification 
program for fisheries, MSC claims to contribute to sustainable 
fishing practices (MSC 2012a).  

 

1. Introduction 

As a child, I often spent my summer holidays together with my family on the beautiful 

Swedish west coast in a small picturesque former fishing village close the small town of 

Strömstad in the Bohuslän region. We often borrowed a boat from our neighbours and went 

out for some fishing with hook. In the beginning, we almost always caught a lot of fish. The 

older I became, the smaller the fish and often we did not even catch anything. The family’s 

favourite dish was the very famous Strömstad’s fresh shrimps that we sometimes bought. 

What I did not know and did not reflect on then was the very destructive fishing method of 

bottom trawling used to catch these delicious shrimps. In the latest years, the first marine 

reserve in Sweden was created outside Strömstad in the Koster archipelago in order to protect 

marine wildlife and biodiversity (Länsstyrelsen Västra Götaland 2012). 

Could the smaller and smaller catches perceived be explained as simple natural variation, or 

could it perhaps indicate that something else was going on underneath the surface of the sea? 

1.1 Background 

Problem picture - fishing and aquaculture 

Fish, shellfish and other marine species contain a lot of nutritious constituents and are a very 

important protein source for humans. In countries with low per capita income and food-
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deficit, fish constitute an important part of animal-based protein consumption. Essential fatty 

acids – like omega-3 – are abundant in fish and other marine species. Fish also contain 

vitamins, minerals and amino acids (FAO 2010). 

But since 1970, the marine fish stocks have continuously decreased. In 2008, a major part of 

the global marine fish stocks was fully exploited, overexploited, depleted or recovering.1 The 

three latter categories have increased from 10 per cent (together) since 1974, to 32 per cent 

2008. The aggregated demand for proteins from fish is expected to increase even further due 

to higher consumption demands and because of the growing world population. As an answer 

to the diminution of the wild stocks, aquaculture – farming of marine and inland water animal 

species – has become the fastest-growing sector of animal food production (FAO 2010).2 

Fishing activities affect the marine ecosystems in two general ways: “1) effects on the 

continuous production of seafood, and 2) effects on other ecosystem services being generated 

from marine systems” (Deutsch et al. 2011: 125, 130). To the previous category, structure and 

size of populations are affected, first, because populations harvested in coastal regions often 

are spawning stocks. The reason for this is that spawning stock is regularly aggregated and 

therefore easy to catch by fisheries, and this may adversely affect the reproduction potential. 

Secondly, size-selective harvesting develops population evolution through smaller individuals 

in the long run. Thirdly, there are consequences (often unpredictable) when harvesting sub-

populations from a greater metapopulation. Interactions between subpopulations are often un-

known. The latter category (effects on other ecosystems) is partly related to fishing techniques 

and may affect either local habitats or more adjacent areas. Examples are bottom trawling or 

dynamite fishing that can destruct habitats, which can affect both the harvested species as 

well as other species depending on the habitat (Deutsch et al. 2011: 138-141).  

Aquaculture may also affect the habitats and ecosystems in several ways. Intensive 

aquaculture (with high densities of production individuals) affects local habitats. Shrimp 

farming has transformed wetlands and former mangrove forests into aquaculture nursing 

ponds. Intensive aquaculture especially affects natural habitats by releasing excessive 

nutrients. Parasites, diseases and introduction of genetic materials alter the surrounding 

ecosystems, but so do the antibiotics and chemicals used in the production. This affects 

nursing grounds for natural species, making the replenishment of natural fish stocks diminish. 

                                                
1 52 percent of the global fish stocks were fully exploited, 28 percent were overexploited, 3 percent were 
depleted and 1 percent was recovering (FAO 2010). 
2 In 2008, 46 percent of the demands for fish products were supplied by aquaculture farming, and the trend is 
continually growing even if the pace is beginning to slow down (FAO 2010). 
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Another effect of aquaculture is the fishing of natural species used as fodder, which also 

affects the natural stocks (ibid). 

The international globalized market 

With the described fishing and aquaculture problems as a background, one could perhaps 

wonder about the reasons behind overfishing and the side affects of aquaculture. 

Beside the general tragedy of the common problem, some trade policy factors contribute to 

the stresses on the wild fish populations. A study by UNEP (2004), “… has examined the 

impact of eight categories of fishing subsidies on fishery resources” (UNEP 2004: 45). One 

of the conclusions of the study is that five of the examined eight current subsidy types are 

potentially harmful to the fish stocks, especially if effective management is missing. The most 

harmful subsidies are those that are designed to increase harvesting efforts or fishing capacity. 

However, carefully designed government programmes designed to reduce the fishing capacity 

in different ways could contribute to more sustainable fishing (UNEP 2004: 47). The World 

Trade Organization (WTO) is today the institutional framework that regulates the 

international market of fish products. WTO has tried to stop the targeted support of fishing 

businesses by banning subsidies, but this has not been successful so far (Deutsch et al. 2011: 

132; WTO 2012). 

Oesterveer (2006) argues that “…neither the existing national government-based forms of 

regulation nor the global WTO-based types of policies are sufficient to effectively govern the 

environmental and social consequences of the global food trade” (Oesterveer 2006: 267). 

The subsidies that are considered as harmful in the UNEP report still remain, which means 

that overfishing so far may continue. According to the WTO rules, nations are not allowed to 

discriminate end products based on how they are produced, for instance because of 

environmental reasons (Deutsch et al. 2011: 132). This means nations cannot refuse to import 

fish or fishmeal from for instance overfished stocks. 

Voluntary initiatives 

Some voluntary initiatives have emerged internationally to try to improve the situation of 

overfishing. The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) is such an initiative. MSC, which was 

founded by World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and the company Unilever in 1996, has created a 

certification program that places demands on the sustainability of fisheries. With its ecolabel-

ling system and certification program for fisheries, MSC claims to contribute to sustainable 

fishing practices (WWF 2012a; MSC 2012a). Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC), a 
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counterpart to MSC, is a new initiative that claims to want to “transform aquaculture towards 

environmental and social sustainability” (ASC 2012). WWF possesses another voluntary 

instrument called the “WWF fish guide”, which acts as a guide for consumers to buy 

ecologically sustainable products. Fish and shellfish species (sometimes including catchment 

origins) are divided into three categories: green, yellow and red. The green category consists 

of fish species from sustainable fish stocks and is called “Fish to eat”. The yellow category is 

called “Think twice” and consists of species from stocks with doubtful statuses. The red 

category “Don’t buy” consists of species or fish stocks that according to WWF should not be 

consumed because of overfishing or other ecological problems (WWF 2012b). In Sweden, 

another ecolabel system, KRAV, exists for different consumer products. KRAV was 

established in 1985. With regards to fish and shellfish, both fished and cultivated products can 

be KRAV-certified, and will then be able to hold KRAV’s ecolabel (KRAV 2012). 

ICA 

The ICA Group is primarily a food retail chain that operates in Northern Europe. The business 

models diverge among the Nordic countries (ICA 2012a). The food stores in Sweden consists 

of “[i]ndependent retailers working in cooperation” (ICA 2012b) and ICA is one of the 

dominating food retail chains in Sweden. According to ICA, long-term profitability is related 

to both environmental and community engagement. With regards to fish and shellfish 

products, the central ICA organization issues recommendations about how the shops should 

work with ecological sustainability issues. The central organization is also responsible for the 

products in the central and own brand fish and shellfish assortments (ICA 2012c). 
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1.2 Problem formulation 

As considered, ecological problems with both fishing and aquaculture exist, and current 

international trade policy does not seem to allocate or address overfishing and the other 

problems in a satisfactory manner. Some voluntary initiatives have arisen as a response to the 

situation. Ecolabels may make it easier for consumers to choose between different products 

when shopping.  

So, consumer behaviour is important and may contribute to a more or less ecological 

sustainable situation. One prerequisite for consumers to be able to choose between different 

products, including more or less ecological sustainable products, is that the food stores are 

able to provide sufficient supply and information about products with different characteristics. 

Voluntary initiatives described above may be one way of doing this. Yet, not to preclude any 

other possible ways of offering ecological sustainable products, I have chosen to hold a more 

open approach in this thesis. First, ecological sustainability will be studied and analyzed from 

an environmental science perspective. Secondly, this is combined with a more reflexive study 

about the stores’ work with ecological sustainability, to avoid preclusion of possible other 

methods. I have chosen to study some stores within the ICA chain. 

To be able to offer more products with ecological sustainability profiles, I assume that the 

stores have in some way to be able to change their existing routines and behaviours. In order 

to do this, I assume that stores have to be proactive, or at least reactive; to be prepared for the 

consumers’ changed demands if and when these will appear. 
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2. Purpose and research questions 

With a focus on fishing and aquaculture products, this study will try to evaluate how fish 

departments in Swedish supermarkets handle ecological sustainability. Based on interviews, 

an analysis of the current situation and a development analysis will be performed. The study 

examines if the stores' work are conducted in a proactive, reactive or in a passive way.  

Supermarkets of the profile “ICA Kvantum” within the corporate ICA food chain, in four 

different municipalities in the Stockholm region (Stockholms län) have been selected. 
 
The main questions this study aims to answer are: 

• How do the shops’ work, knowledge and assortments relate to research about ecological 

sustainability regarding fish and aquaculture, and how is sustainability secured? 
 
• Are there any areas3 where the shops’ behaviours constitute problems, and if so, which 

ones? 
 
• At shop level, which historically important changes can be perceived, what is the potential 

for a more sustainable future transformation, and how does this relate to proactivity, 

reactivity, and passivity? 
 
• What is the current potential for transformation into a more ecological sustainability of the 

business? 

2.1 Limitations 

• Ecological sustainability research related to fishing and aquaculture contains much more 

than what is covered in this thesis. The results and analysis will only contain information 

from the case studies that are related to the presented ecological problems in sections 3.3 

and 3.4. 
 
• No critical analysis regarding “more or less sustainability” of voluntary environmental 

labelling or certifications, red-lists or other methods to secure ecological sustainability 

will be conducted in this thesis. The thesis rests on the assumption that these are feasible, 

although not necessarily optimal, measures to take care of ecological sustainability. 
 

                                                
3 Thematic areas according to used sustainability research about fishing and aquaculture. 
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• For the sake of relevance, a temporal limit had to be set on this thesis and the historical 

work analyzed here will thus be no older than 15 years. The potential horizon for future 

work is reflexive in the way that it focuses mainly on the cases’ ideas and visions. 

2.2 Disposition 

I try to answer the first three main questions (see “The main questions this study tries to 

answer…” above) in the results and analysis section (chapter 5). Question one and two are 

answered in section 5.3. Question number three is answered in section 5.5. 

The last question, number four; a summarized reflection over the potential for future 

transformation into a more sustainable situation, I try to answer in the discussion section 

(chapter 6). 
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3. Theoretical framework 

3.1 Central definitions 
Different definitions of the words passive, reactive, proactive and responsiveness may be 

interpreted. The following definitions of those words will be used, see Table 1. 

Table 1. Central definitions. 

Term Definition 
Passive [To] fail to accomplish anything by one’s own power (often despite of 

having been called) (NE 2012a).  
Reactive [Something] that occurs as a reaction to something (NE 2012b). 
Proactive To be focused on predictable future situations, often to prevent 

something negative (NE 2012c). 
Responsiveness The way in which a person or subject responds to a condition. The 

response could be passive, reactive or proactive or some combination 
between any of those.4 

 

3.2 Introduction and overview 
Based on selected theory, previous studies and research models, a customized analytical mo-

del has been created for the analysis of the case studies. The model has a multidisciplinary na-

ture as it consists of selected theory from multidisciplinary environmental science and social 

science. First, it consists of some social-ecological and cross-disciplinary research literature 

regarding the environmental impacts of, and possible solutions for, unsustainable fishing and 

aquaculture. The main usage of this is to be able to describe the present “sustainability situa-

tion” within the shops. Secondly, selected research review articles also focused on theory 

building, regarding sustainability management and supply chain management research fields, 

are used. Thirdly, some previous studies relating to CSR in the food sector are also used. The 

CSR and sustainability/supply chain management literature is used to form an analytical 

framework to analyze the shops’ work with environmental issues. Fourthly, selected theory 

from sustainable transition theory (explained below) is used to explain changes in time. 

Finally, two earlier studies of the ICA chain are used to discuss certain nature and 

implications of the corporate model. The way in which the theory is combined and used is 

described in detail in the analytical model section. However, first, a presentation of the theory 

that builds up the analytical model will follow. 

                                                
4 Responsiveness. Here I use my own definition related and adapted to its use in the analysis! 
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3.3 Ecological sustainability issues with fishing 

Global trade of products from fishing and aquaculture affects both the renewability of fish 

stocks and other ecosystem services. The fish trade is very dynamic in that the sources of a 

single species can vary a lot, even if supply can be constant. Consequently, problems such as 

depletion of stocks are normally not visible for consumers, because it is always possible for a 

customer to buy a certain product regardless of its origins. The fishing activities are just 

moving on to new, not yet, overexploited or depleted populations for harvesting (Deutsch et 

al. 2011: 121, 125, 130). This illustrates one of the problems with modern globalized markets. 

These kinds of globalized market behaviours are investigated further within the social science 

research field of environmental flows. According to Mol & Spaargaren (2006), building on 

the work of Manuel Castells, the current globalized “network society” consists of a 

combination of something called “space of flows” and “space of places”. The “space of 

flows” represents “a new kind of time-space organization of social practices … [which] … 

refers to new social dynamics— to new concepts of time, space, and …” (Mol & Spaargaren 

2006: 42). In brief, this means that, under certain circumstances, time and space become 

irrelevant. The “space of places” refers to the place(s) of production and the places where the 

consumption takes place. Between the places of production and consumption, flows of, for 

instance, products and money exist. The irrelevance of time and space “occurs” on the 

consumption side of the flow (often in high income countries) because the consumers seldom 

have to worry about either the delivery time or the geographical distance between the “space 

of places”. The shelves in the stores are always full of a variety of products, wherever they 

come from. (Mol & Spaargaren 2006: 42-45). 

The nature of the global trade system does not take the sustainability of harvested stocks and 

traceability of the products into account. This nature itself does not take any responsibility of 

origins (like which fish stocks are caught), or about fish stock statuses. Fishing methods, as 

mentioned in the background, is important as well. In this thesis, only limited properties from 

the ecological problems related to fishing will be used to investigate the shops’ knowledge of 

the problems. The main property used is traceability. For the analysis, it is divided into three 

main categories: 

• Stock origin:  Knowledge of the place/region/country/sea origin of the catches. 
• Stock status: Knowledge of population statuses of species harvested. This is  

                                important to consider whether populations are sustainably 
                                harvested. 

• Fishing methods: Knowledge of harvesting methods. 
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3.4 Ecological problems with aquaculture 
Aquaculture constitutes an important growing aquatic food source. But at the same time, 

several ecological problems are integrated into the nature of the aquaculture systems. 

Aquaculture species often consume other marine species, and therefore constitutes an 

additional threat to the wild species, either via direct provision of harvested wild fodder, or 

via intermediate products, transformed from wild species into fishmeal and fish oil. The type 

and intensity of cultivation also result in different ecological impacts.  (Deutsch et al. 2011; 

Naylor et al.: 2000). Aquaculture systems can be open-water or land-based, as well as inten-

sive or extensive. Beside the impacts on natural fodder species, the cultivation methods leaves 

a lot of waste, for instance via faeces, uneaten feed, chemicals and medicines, and escapers. 

This together with other types of waste leads to different kinds of ecological impacts on 

natural systems and habitats. Although the ecological impacts are not detailed here, the level 

and types of impacts relate to different kinds of aquaculture systems (open-water or land-

based), and whether the systems are intensive or extensive. Intensive systems have higher 

impacts on natural habitats than extensive systems. In intensive systems, the stocks are far 

more crowded, which for instance requires more medicines and chemicals. Open-water 

systems affect marine habitats directly, and increase the risk of escapees and introduction of 

pests. Land-based systems decrease the risks with escapers, but the waste is still produced, 

even if it can be more controlled and could be treated. Both open-water systems and land-

based systems may be modified to include a higher degree of recycling, although such 

systems, so far, are mostly at research level. Integrated systems might be developed with 

different species that together are part of a more or less integrated cycle (Naylor et al. 2000, 

Halling 2012).  

According to the energetic hypothesis, there is more energy loss the higher up in a food chain 

a species consumes its fodder. For instance, a carnivore5 is less energy efficient than a 

herbivore6, because far more energy is needed to produce the food for the former than for the 

latter. Many marine species consumed today, especially in high-income countries, are located 

high up in the food chain. Some other species are extra energy efficient, like mussels. Mussels 

will not need to be fed at all because they filter small particles in the water, so they are highly 

efficient. To be able to feed future human populations, one important measure is to shift the 

                                                
5 Consume other animal species (Campbell & Reece 2008: 875) 
6 Consume plants or algae (Campbell & Reece 2008: 875) 
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fish consumption from species on a high trophic level down to species on a low trophic level 

(Campbell & Reece 2008: 1206; Deutsch et al 2011; Naylor et al. 2000).  

In this thesis, limited properties from the ecological problems related to aquaculture will be 

used to investigate the shops’ knowledge of the problems and knowledge about certain 

aquaculture conditions. The following concepts will be investigated in this thesis: 

1. Traceability. Where cultivated. 
2. Type of aquaculture 

a. Open-water or land-based 
b. Integrated or non-integrated 
c. Intensive or extensive 

3. Fodder.  
a. Fodder species 
b. Fish oil and fishmeal 

4. Trophic level, energy [in]efficiency 
a. Any herbivore or other energy efficient species or mussels in assortment? 

5. Specific areas of concern 
a. Cultivated giant prawns, like tiger prawns or scampi. 

3.5 Sustainability management and supply chain management 
Based on a comprehensive literary review founded on 191 papers from the sustainability 

management and supply chain management research fields, Seuring & Müller (2008) propose 

a conceptual framework for the aforementioned combined research fields. One part of the 

conceptual framework regards external “triggers for sustainable supply chain management” 

(Seuring & Müller 2008: 1703). Those factors, that affect a company from the outside, consist 

of pressures and incentives. There are also internal triggers that hinder or support sustainable 

supply chain management. Those are called barriers and supporting factors. In order to, in this 

thesis, analyze how the focused cases relate to proactivity, Seuring & Müllers’ (2008) 

simplified categorization concepts, pressures and incentives, barriers and supporting factors, 

will be used. This is because the degree of reactivity/proactivity is partly related to the 

requirements of external stakeholders and internal factors (Heikkurinen & Forsman-Hugg 

2011: 307). Seuring & Müller (2008) divide external and internal factors, and barriers and 

supporting factors into subgroups based on their literature review. The approach in this thesis 

is open in the way that no subcategories of these concepts will be used. The concepts will be 

used as an underlying basis when responsiveness is analyzed. 

Corporate responsibility and the food sector (an earlier study) 

In an article named “Strategic Corporate Responsibility in the Food Chain”, Heikkurinen & 

Forsman‐Hugg (2011), based on the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) concept, by its 
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theoretical framework, define a non-universal ranking system for companies to work with 

responsibility in food chains. Then they analyze certain Finnish companies from this 

perspective. The ranking system consists of a ranking, down from ‘unresponsive CR’7, via 

‘responsive CR’ up to ‘beyond-responsive CR’. The unresponsive (at the bottom) is called 

‘passive CR’. Responsive CR (in the middle) is divided into ‘reactive CR’ and ‘proactive 

CR’. The beyond-responsive CR (at the top) is divided into ‘entrepreneurial CR’, and (the 

upmost) ‘creative CR’ (Heikkurinen & Forsman‐Hugg 2011). See figure 1.  

 

 
Figur 1. CR Actions. Free after Heikkurinen & Forsman-Hugg  (2011). 

The model, which involves all three dimensions of sustainability (social, economic and 

ecological), rests on a custom-made CR framework for the food industry from Maloni & 

Brown (2006), that was later adapted for the Finnish food chains by Forsmann-Hugg et al. 

(2010). According to Heikkurinen & Forsman-Hugg  (2011), the level of CR actions is related 

to different levels of CR stakeholder communication and to different levels of competitive 

aims.  

This thesis has taken some influence from Heikkurinen & Forsmann-Hugg (2011) regarding 

the definitions of different levels of CR actions. Compared to the Heikkurinen & Forsmann-

Huggs (2011) model, I will only use three levels of responsiveness: passive, reactive, and 

proactive; see definitions in section 3.1. An actor categorized as an ‘Entrepreneurial CR’ or a 

‘creative CR’ according to Heikkurinen & Formann-Hugg (2011) would in this thesis be 

regarded simply as a proactive actor. 

                                                
7 CR = Corporate Responsibility; an alternate label for CSR. 
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3.6 Transition theory 

To be able to analyze and discuss changes in time with regards to my research purpose, 

especially changes related to sustainability, I have chosen to select some concepts from a 

specific research field. In the book “Transitions to Sustainable Development – New 

Directions in the Study of Long Term Transformative Change” (Grin, Rotmans & Schot 

2009), societal transformations are studied from different research perspectives. Transitions 

have been studied from several disciplines, and according to the authors, knowledge regarding 

transitions in 2005 was rather immature, and has now been further developed within a 

research program called “Dutch Knowledge Network in System innovations and transitions”. 

The authors argue this research field has been taken a step forward in recent years and the 

book is an effort to summarize this rather new and partly developed research field (Grin, 

Rotmans & Schot 2009). 

A very small selected part from this research field/ book will be used in this thesis as tool to 

analyze transformative change. The authors present a “…conceptual framework for analyzing 

and governing transitions” (Loorbach & Rotmans 2009: 107). The framework consists of 

four transition concepts, one of which being the so-called “multi-phase concept”. The concept 

can help to describe the dynamics of transitions that takes place. Different changes occur at 

many places at the same time. An ideal transition consists of a logistical “S-curve” which 

includes aggregated underlying curves for all underlying changes, where the end of the S-

curve represents a new stabilized state. But the ideal S-curve is only one possible transition 

scenario. Aggregated changes could result in completely different alternate curves. Other 

curves that lead to lock-in situations, backlashes or system breakdown are also possible. 

Historical choices made may result in path dependency. If there is a high level of path 

dependency, it may cause a lock-ineffect. According to the authors, the only way to unlock 

such a situation is to apply pressure from the outside. Factors, among others, that can block 

changes are ingrained behaviour, insufficient support, embedding or knowledge. With enough 

of this blocking, in a following reverse transition, a system can collapse, which in the long-

term could lead to a die-off of the system (Loorbach & Rotmans 2009:107-110). 

Another of the transition concepts is the “multi-level concept”. This concept illustrates 

transitions from an interactional perspective between three (or more) societal functional 

levels. If three levels are used, the lowest level (micro) represents all niches and individual 

actors, and consists of short-term development. Changes on the micro level occur 

simultaneously and fast in many different directions. The middle level (meso) for instance 
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represents regimes, shared cultures and practices, and is very resistant to changes. The highest 

level (landscape) includes universal trends, often on a global level. The landscape level 

changes have a slow nature. A landscape trend can for instance be globalization. Changes on 

an international policy level also take place at the landscape level. Global agreements and 

transnational actors like WTO are other examples of the landscape level. The multi-level 

concept can describe a transition as interactions between the three functional levels. At the 

lowest level, the micro level, learning processes take place. These can result in change (new 

practices, innovations et cetera) that sometimes can affect the meso level. Path dependency 

can result in lock-in effects that may exclude other possible paths. A “snowball effect” can 

occur if niches become stronger and develop into “niche-regimes”, which can begin to 

challenge existing regimes. Frontrunners (organizations, individuals et cetera) can catalyze a 

change. For a complete transition to occur, the authors mean all three levels must interact and 

transform before this can happen (Loorbach & Rotmans 2009: 111-115). 

In this thesis, some concepts will be borrowed from this part of the conceptual framework in 

the analysis of the historical and current changes: path-dependence, lock-in situations, 

frontrunners, and niches. The logical reasoning that unlocking a locked-in situation requires 

pressure from the outside, and that insufficient knowledge et cetera can cause blocking of 

changes, will also be used. The S-curve, and similar concepts are not fully applicable to this 

study, because they represent a more general picture and tendencies on an aggregated level, 

and this study only refers to a very limited picture at the micro (niche) level. But it is still 

relevant to try to get a picture of limited tendencies at the niche level, because transitions 

often start from there. Note that the multi-phase and multi-level concepts could not be used to 

predict future transitions. I will only analyze planned changes and intentions to try to assess a 

potential for future change based on this. 
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3.7 Analytical model 

I have re-framed and adapted the theory described above into an analytical model for the 

purpose of this study. 

Figure 2. Analytical framework (constructed by the author) 

To evaluate how the different case studies relate to responsiveness, and to analyze historical 

changes and potential future development, I will investigate how the shops currently work 

with sustainability issues related to fish and aquaculture products. The analysis is related to 

some main themes. First, knowledge related to two themes is examined; traceability (product 

origins), and to problems related to the assortments. Secondly, if and how the problems are 

addressed. Finally, methods used, if any, to ‘secure’ their [more or less] sustainable 

products. 

This aims to assess the present situation. See the left part of Figure 2: “Current situation: 

What and how”. 

Based on the current ‘sustainability’ situation as described above, it is now possible to 

compare the shops’ earlier work with the current situation. It is then also possible to compare 
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current situation with a planned or imagined future situation. See the right part of the model in 

Figure 2 connected to “Transitional niche change analysis”. 

A change can either lead into a less sustainable state, or into a more sustainable state. “No 

change” is also possible. Reasons (incentives) for change can be of a passive, reactive or 

proactive nature. Drivers and incentives are represented in Figure 2 in the upper right corner. 

The sustainability state is applicable both for the “historical to current” situation, and for the 

“current to a planned or imagined future” situation, as represented by the dashed lines from 

historical and planned changes boxes to the responsiveness analysis box in Figure 2. Note that 

the responsiveness categories are not totally static and impossible to determine on any exact 

basis. But by trying to analyze why the shops have changed their work with CR historically 

(if they have) and why their plans for the future contain a higher level of sustainability (if they 

do), I expect to be able to assign an overall responsiveness category per shop. For instance, a 

shop declaring they will widen their assortment with more ecologically sustainable products 

because their customers have asked for it would be categorized as a more or less reactive 

shop. A shop that states their customers are not so much interested to buy ecologically 

labelled products at all, while saying that they see a future potential to sell a larger percentage 

of more ecological sustainable products, or thinking that regulations in the future will be more 

restrictive, will be categorized as a more proactive shop. Strategic plans that include a higher 

level of ecological sustainability are also considered proactive.  

3.8 ICA’s strategic control and decentralization (previous studies) 

Here I have selected to use two earlier theses related to corporate structures and forms of 

ownerships for food retail chains in Sweden.  

In a previous bachelor thesis by Andersson & Dahlberg (2011) regarding application of CSR 

at Lidl, a corporate food chain, Lidl’s CSR policy is compared with the CSR policies at ICA 

and Coop8. One concluding part of their analysis explains there are important differences 

between the companies. The CSR policy at Coop and ICA is more decentralized than at Lidl. 

At Lidl, the CSR policy is centralized. At Coop, this is done via participation from the 

members. At ICA, the ICA storekeepers (“ICA-handlare”) decides everything themselves, 

within certain boundaries set by the corporate policies, like “ICAs Goda Affärer” (Andersson 

& Dahlberg 2011). 

                                                
8 Coop is another large (cooperative) corporate food chain active in Sweden. 
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In another thesis from the area of economic studies, Lindgren & Sundkvist (2005) investigate 

some perspectives of strategic financial control related to three different supermarkets within 

three different corporate food chains in Sweden, Coop, Willys and ICA. The ICA stores work 

similar to franchise companies, where the stores are owned by local merchandisers (“ICA-

handlare”). The stores have agreed to use some shared administrative services and to follow a 

certain central marketing program. Additionally, the stores are free to buy products from any 

supplier, but they also have access to a central assortment. Compared to ICA, Coop’s business 

is owned by its members, and managed via consumer organizations in a more or less localized 

way, and is driven by a central organization. Willys is owned by a central organization that 

takes care of product purchase and administration. Shop managers drive the Willys shops. 

The study by Lindgren & Sundkvist (2005) is in particular based on interviews with three 

store managers. Regarding ICA, the authors’ analysis showed that the shop manager 

interviewed did not feel so thoroughly controlled. Still, the shop managers in the ICA chain 

are claimed to be rather much governed by the central organization because of central 

guidelines and because the shop owners are oriented towards which products should be 

purchased. The authors argue it is easier to use ICA’s own assortment because then the 

requirements from the central organization are lower. They also claim, compared to Willys 

and Coop’s policies where decisions are taken in cooperation with the central organizations, 

that ICA’s store managers by themselves can take all their important decisions (Lindgren & 

Sundkvist 2005). 

I will refer to these two theses in the discussion. 
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4. Methods 

This thesis uses a case study approach9, including four cases: I have studied four different fish 

departments in four shops. Qualitative semi-structured interviews were carried out with one 

person from the fish department of each selected shop. All interviews were performed without 

any voice recording equipment and the results were written down during the interviews and 

transcribed immediately following the interviews. At each shop, I also made a minor 

quantitative investigation over a specific part of the frozen fish assortment (giant prawns). 

I wanted to analyze a few cases to get an in-depth and detailed analysis, and this is the reason 

why I used the case study approach (see footnote 9). With a semi-structured interview, the 

interview questions are not strictly defined from the beginning, and it is then possible to adapt 

them to each respondent’s reality and individual knowledge. According to Patton (2002), with 

semi-structured interviews, it may also be possible to experience a question from the 

respondent’s reality, without being too much affected by one’s own expectations. According 

to the problem formulation of this thesis, I found it more revealing to use semi-structured 

interviews not to be too limited by the shortcomings of my own pre-formulated interview 

questions, and because I wanted to be able to adapt the discussion and questions to each 

respondent’s individual situation. The interview guide was used to formulate discussion 

questions and also to check that I got answers for each thematic area. 

To get a picture of ICA and ICA’s central policies, different central ICA corporate documents 

together with information from ICA’s corporate website were studied. For instance general 

policies, environmental policies, annual and sustainability reports, and information about on-

going activities and recommendations related to sustainability and fish. 

For the analysis, I have developed my own analytical model, described in the previous 

section. The analytical model and underlying frameworks were used to design the interview 

guide, and were also, together with the research questions, used as a template and structure for 

the results and analysis, and as the overall toolbox for the analysis. 

4.1 Theory selection 

The start, which also aroused my interest about fish sustainability issues, was a few articles 

regarding fish and aquaculture from a course regarding natural resource management at 

                                                
9 A case study normally focus on one or a few cases and often allows bringing more depth and details to an 
analysis compared to, for instance, a survey investigation. Social processes and relations can be studied in more 
detail with a case study approach.  
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Södertörn University, during the spring term of 2012. These together with other articles and 

books searched through Web of Science, Google Scholar, and DIVA (DIVA mostly for 

previous studies about ICA), formed my first theoretical basis. Literature and articles from the 

research areas sustainable supply chains, supply chain management, CSR, and transition 

theory literature, were both partly used, and used as inspiration and as base for further 

searches. 

Example of search words used alone and in different combinations: supply chain 

management, sustainable supply chain*, CSR, corporate responsibility, corporate social 

responsibility, food, food sector, food retail, food chain*, ICA, Sweden. 

I also used NE.SE (Swedish National Encyclopedia) to find definitions for some of the central 

concepts I wanted to investigate. 

The thoughts behind the search for theory were: I needed theory to be able to analyze some 

chosen aspects of ecological sustainability about fishing and aquaculture; literature to explain 

background factors of/reasons for current and previous work at the shops; literature to be able 

to define aspects of the nature of global trade of fish products; literature to be able to analyse 

and discuss transitions; as well as literature from previous studies to be able to discuss 

behaviours related to ICA’s central policies. 

The actual articles and literature to be used were chosen from literature and from the search 

results out from the perspective that I perceived best fitted the purpose. 

4.2 Selection of material 

As explained below, I could unfortunately not get any interviews with people responsible for 

the work with central fish sustainability at central ICA (Sparring 2012). For the case studies, I 

made preparatory work by studying ICA’s central webpages and documents. I tried to find 

relevant information regarding ICA’s fish and aquaculture policy, and information to be able 

to select relevant stores. I also got some extra internal central ICA material from one of the 

respondents of the local stores. 

Selection of case studies 
I chose ICA in Sweden because I wanted to study a company where the central business 

model is founded on a relatively large degree of freedom for the stores in terms of assortment 

selection (see theory). I could have chosen to study two or several food chains to enable 

comparisons between those, but I chose to concentrate on one chain/ business concept 

because I expected it to be more revealing to make a deeper study. My first plan was to 
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interview some people in the central management, including the environmental manager and 

one/more of the purchasing managers. But the central organization was in the middle of two 

ISO certification processes and declared there was no time for interviews. Therefore, I 

redesigned the purpose. Instead of making a study of the central organization, I chose to study 

a couple of ICA stores to investigate how these worked with ecological sustainability with 

regards to fish. My plan was to compare possible differences between areas in the Stockholm 

region with high and low incomes. A selection of shops was made from this perspective, but I 

did not succeed in getting enough interviews. This in combination with the realization that the 

scope was too wide, made me remove the income perspective. Therefore, I redesigned the 

study once more. Instead, the whole Stockholm region (Stockholms län) was selected, and 

became the research area. I studied ICA’s different supermarket concepts via the corporate 

website, and decided to choose the “ICA Kvantum” concept. This subselection was made 

because the ICA Kvantum stores are intended to be the leading food supermarkets in terms of 

proportions of fresh food compared to the other shop concepts (ICA 2012d). One reason for 

choosing a specific supermarket concept was the need to assure comparability among the 

cases, to try to limit external variables, while at the same time having many possible stores to 

interview. I chose to interview personnel working at the fish counters, because I assumed 

these people should be most familiar with the topic, and that they should be able to deliver 

relevant information. I found it very difficult to book interviews with the people working in 

the fish departments. See non-response analysis. With this background, I called, often 

repeatedly, to all ICA Kvantum stores in the Stockholm region (except five, see non-response 

analysis) to try to achieve my goals of at least four supermarket interviews, which I eventually 

succeeded in doing. Regarding possible bias risks in the results related to the selections see 

below. 

Respondents 

Two of the interviewed shop representatives were responsible for the fish department/ fish 

counter (#1, #2). Another of the people interviewed was soon to become responsible for the 

fish department (#4); yet another person was responsible for all sales of products “over the 

fresh food counter”, including the fish counter (#3). My assessment was, however, that all 

were equally well qualified to speak about the matter of concern of this thesis. 
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4.3 Method discussion 

Only one food chain 

Given time-resource constrains for this study, I found it more revealing to select only one 

food retail chain. One disadvantage with this is it does not give a picture of the whole food 

sector, and it will give a bias towards the ICA concept, the nature of which is rather much 

decentralized (see theory). However, I thought this was interesting, because in itself it might 

be valuable to see the consequences of a lower degree of detailed control, and to investigate 

potential differences between corporate policy and the actual work at the stores. 

Only one supermarket concept 

A specific supermarket concept (ICA Kvantum) was chosen to achieve a higher degree of 

comparability among the cases. For other reasons, see selection of case studies. One drawback 

for this concept selection is that if differences between the store concepts are related to 

differences in the way they work with ecological sustainability, analytical generalization up to 

a higher ICA level may suffer. However, I consider analytical generalization can increase 

within the chosen supermarket concept through this selection. 

Non-response analysis 

Sixteen stores within the ICA Kvantum store concept in the Stockholm region (Stockholms 

län) were contacted. Two stores in the region were not contacted because they were 

considered to be located too far away. Three stores were not contacted because of time 

constraint and because four stores were deemed enough for the survey. The non-response 

analysis refers to stores that could not be interviewed or only had a too limited amount of time 

to devote to the interviews. 

Table 2. Reasons for non-response 

Reasons for no interview Number of shops 

Time deficit and/or repeated unanswered requests 5 

Unanswered and/or repeated unanswered requests 4 

Too short possible interview time (< 30 min or less) 2 

Other 1 

The main reason mentioned for the fall off was lack of time at the fish departments. 

Unanswered (many times repeated) calls or unanswered requests were other reasons. The 

employees of the fish counters told me they seldom had any time for this type of activity 

because they were almost always busy with work. One shop could only spend 5-10 minutes 
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for an interview, and another only less than 30 minutes, which I considered as too short 

interview time. One shop mentioned another, private, reason. See Table 2. 

Ethical discussion 
All respondents were guaranteed anonymity. I promised all respondents (after the interview 

bookings) to publish neither their name, not that of their shop. The reasons for this was that I 

thought the respondents could be more open and honest during the interviews, compared to if 

the names had been published.  

Reliability and validity 

All chosen respondents are, and have been, working within the area that is investigated in this 

thesis, which may increase its validity (Hartman 2003: 44). One respondent (#4) had only 

worked five years within the fish business, and that is shorter than the chosen historical 

perspective, which may have some influence on the results. All chosen shop respondents were 

primary sources that worked on a daily basis in the stores with sales and purchasing activities 

with regards to fish. The further back in time an event has occurred, the more uncertain a 

source can be (Hartman 2003: 45). Regarding the historical stories told by the shop 

respondents, this should be kept in mind. According to Eliasson (2010), validity is about 

whether an investigation really measures what its purpose wants to assess. A high reliability is 

also a prerequisite to achieve validity (Eliasson 2010). As a way to increase the relevance, I 

have based both my analytical model and my interview guide on the chosen theory. 
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5. Results and analysis 

5.1 Disposition 

The results and analysis will be presented in thematic order according to the analytical model. 

Together with the results from the interviews at the four stores, applicable information from 

ICAs central policy based on studied webpages, brochures et cetera will be presented.10 

The first part describes the shops’ work with sustainability regarding fishing and aquacultu-

re, and investigates the shops’ knowledge in each area. In every thematic model area, first the 

relation to the area by the central corporate level is first presented. After that, the relation of 

each shop to the area is introduced and analyzed. In this part I try to answer the first two 

research questions: 1) How do the shops’ work, knowledge and assortments relate to research 

about ecological sustainability regarding fish and aquaculture, and how is sustainability 

secured? 2) Are there any areas where the shops’ behaviours constitute problems, and if so, 

which ones? 

The second part first summarizes historical changes and describes future plans for the shops. 

Secondly, reasons for both the historical and planned changes are documented. Note that the 

second part is ‘only’ a preparation and a basis to answer the third question, and this part is 

therefore not summarized. 

In the third part, I analyse the responsiveness, and historical and potential future transition of 

each case study. In this third part, I try to answer research question 3: which historical 

important changes can be perceived, and what is the potential for a more sustainable future 

transformation, and how does this relate to proactivity, reactivity, and passivity? 

The results (not the analysis) are also presented in result tables in the appendix, which may 

make it easier for the reader to compare the different thematic areas. 

 

                                                
10 Related policy information from ICA’s central organization is presented under each section where applicable. 
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PART ONE 

5.2 What and How? Fishing, aquaculture and knowledge 

Fishing – traceability and knowledge 

Note: Table 6 in the appendix may facilitate comparisons between the stores. 

Stock origin 

ICA’s overarching policy for traceability is that one should be able to trace all products to 

their origins (place of manufacture). It is today possible to trace back three fish products of 

the brand assortment through the complete supply chain even for consumers through ICA's 

central webpage (ICA 2012e; ICA 2012f). 

At the fish counters, fishing area was always or almost always known in two shops (#1, #2), 

though the exact origin (from which stock) was normally not known. According to respondent 

#3, country and sea of origin were always recognized, and catchment zone was possible to 

obtain (and to order on) from the suppliers when asked for. In shop #4, all products were 

labelled with catchment zone. Respondent #3 added they almost always know everything 

about the origin. When origin not is known, all respondents said it was possible to check it 

with the suppliers (#1, #2, #3, #4). According to respondent #1 and #3 it was also easy to 

check the origin on the Internet. Regarding ICAs central assortment and own brand, it has 

unfortunately not been possible to verify the basis for knowledge of stock origins without any 

interviews. See result table in appendix. 

The knowledge of origin seemed to vary a little, at least regarding local practices in the 

different shops. All respondents seemed to have knowledge of the origin at a higher level 

(fishing area, or sea and country). Catchment area was always known and documented in shop 

#4. By the answers from shop #1 and #2, it was not clear if catchment area was always 

known. As respondent #3 put it, it is possible to get information about catchment area. By the 

answers from the different shops it seemed like no shop, at least within their everyday 

practice, had any knowledge of individual stocks. 

Stock status 

As stated in the background, the status of a specific fish stock, according to FAO, could be 

fully exploited, not fully exploited, overexploited, depleted or recovering. Here I present 
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policies and knowledge related to statuses of fish stocks observed in the different case studies. 

The methods the cases use for securing their products is also presented. 

In the central ICA assortment, red-listed species are claimed to be avoided as far as possible. 

A few red-listed species still exist in the central assortment.11 The own brands are totally 

based on the WWF list and no red-listed species exist in the own brand assortment. The 

number of MSC-certified products in the central assortment are increasing (ICA 2012f; ICA 

2012g; ICA2012h). 

Statuses of the fish stocks are always known for MSC and KRAV products, because it is 

secured through the labelling systems. But fish stock status is not known for non-labelled 

products, according to shop #1. This shop only sells products that are not red-listed in WWF’s 

fish list. The respondent in shop #2 claims fish stock status is normally not known because 

shop management does not prioritize these kinds of issues. According to respondent #3, it is 

possible to get stock status information from the suppliers, and via Internet search. But it is 

impossible to be fully updated with stock status, because the products have short lifecycles. 

One day one product comes from one supplier, and next day from another supplier (#3). In 

shop #4, depending on current on-going internal organizational changes, there is currently not 

so much knowledge of stock statuses. Respondent #4 argues it is essential that all suppliers in 

the whole supply chain are involved, and that this is a precondition for traceability and 

knowledge of fish stock status. Furthermore, the respondent claims certified products 

facilitate good stock status (#4). 

As central ICA uses and promotes the WWF fish list and MSC certified products, the 

knowledge of the stock statuses emerges through the trust of these systems, since they (central 

ICA) probably do not possess any own knowledge regarding stock statuses. Shop #1, #3 and 

#4 express understandings surrounding the problems with stock statuses. For instance, respon-

dent #4 mentions catchment zones are large areas and MSC certifications mean the zones are 

more detailed and stock statuses are followed up on this detailed level. Shop #2 expresses a 

low level of this kind of knowledge because the workers have not been able to attain any 

education or similar. Respondent #1 and #3 add WWF’s fish list as a base of knowledge, and 

respondent #3 also places trust on the knowledge of suppliers. 

None of the shops had any exact knowledge of the statuses of stocks, but two respondents 

claimed label certification systems (like KRAV, MSC) could be a substitute for their 
                                                
11 According to the webpage, this is because those products (some prawn products) are on the way to be MSC-
certified. 
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knowledge deficiency (#1 and #4). Shop #1 only sell non-red-listed species, shop #4 will 

probably only sell non-red-listed species in the future, shop #3 is capable of selling red-listed 

species if customers demand it. Shop #3 argues suppliers (can) hold information about stock 

statuses and the shop place trust on them. 

Fishing methods 

According to the background, some fishing methods can be devastating for marine 

ecosystems and for renewal of fish stocks. For instance, trawl fishing can destruct bottom 

ecosystems, and dynamite fishing can destroy coral reefs. 

In the studied documents from central ICA, I found no information about how they work with 

fishing methods. 

According to one shop (#1), fishing methods for the assortment could be hook, net or trawl. 

They try to avoid trawl-fished products, and sometimes cage-harvested products can replace 

trawl-fished products. Respondent #3 claims fishing method is possible to find out from the 

suppliers. Respondent #4 argues it is currently only possible to distinguish between hook and 

net fishing methods. There was some lack of knowledge in shop #2 regarding fishing 

methods. Respondents #1, #3, and #4 were familiar with possible problems with certain 

fishing methods, for instance with trawl fishing. As respondent #3 puts it: “Trawled anglerfish 

(marulk) is never ordered on a daily basis because of red-listing and the fishing methods, but 

can sometimes be caught as bycatch and could then be sold to customers” (#3). According to 

two shops (#3 and #4), the knowledge of fishing methods came from of suppliers. 

To summarize, one shop (#1) had intentions to try to avoid a criticized fishing method; trawl 

fishing. Two shops did not express any intentions about fishing methods (#2, #4). The 

awareness of problems with criticized fishing methods seemed to be high in three of the stores 

(#1, #3, #4), and low in one store (#2). 

Aquaculture – specific questions and knowledge 

Note: Table 7 in the appendix may facilitate comparisons between the stores. 

Traceability 

Central ICA recommends the shops to only use suppliers that specify the country of origin of 

aquaculture products (ICA 2012i: 11). All shops claim the country of origin is always known 

for all aquaculture products in the assortment. According to respondent #1, the exact origin is 
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not known but might be traceable via the Internet. Respondent #2 also says the exact 

aquaculture site of origin is often not known. The respondent in shop #3 explains their 

aquaculture products come from a few known countries. Respondent #4 tells that the origin of 

shellfish products is often possible to distinguish on a more detailed level than the country. 

All shops express understanding regarding the importance of traceability of aquaculture 

products, and they all get this information from the suppliers (#1, #2, #3, #4), though shop #1 

adds that this information is also searchable on the Internet. Respondent #2 claims; the 

regulations in different countries may differ, so just because it is possible to get more detailed 

origin information in one country, this might not be the case in another country. Respondent 

#4 is not sure how detailed information it is possible to get about the origin of aquaculture 

products. 

It seems like the knowledge of overall origins for aquaculture products is relatively high and 

on a quite similar level at all stores, although according to two respondents (#1, #2), the 

detailed aquaculture production site level is seldom known. 

Type of aquaculture 

According to background and theory, different kinds of ecological problems or benefits relate 

to different kinds of aquaculture systems. Aquaculture systems can be open-water or land-

based, non-integrated or integrated, as well as intensive or extensive. 

In studied documents on the corporate website of ICA, it is not really clear which types of 

aquaculture the central assortment or own brand assortment originates from. But some annual 

reports indicate that salmon comes from open-water systems, and cultivated giant prawns 

from intensive aquaculture. But there are no giant prawns in the central assortment today 

(ICA 2011). 

In shop #1, all aquaculture products are from open-water, non-integrated systems. The type of 

aquaculture of assortment products is not known to respondent #2. According to respondent 

#3, it is possible to get information about types of aquaculture from the suppliers. Respondent 

#4 is familiar with open-water and land-based systems, though appears unsure about the 

cultivated assortments products relation to type of aquaculture. No shop had any selection 

preferences of restrictions regarding types of aquaculture. 

The knowledge of different types of aquaculture and relations to environmental problems 

seemed to be low among all the shops. The respondent in shop #2 had visited one aquaculture 
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site several years ago. Respondent #3 trusts the suppliers regarding possible information 

about types of aquaculture. Central ICA appears to possess knowledge about risks with open-

water systems and intensive prawn aquaculture. For instance: spread of pests from salmon 

aquaculture, and problems with the cutting down of mangrove for prawn aquaculture (ICA 

2005). 

Regarding all interviews, except for shop #1, the knowledge about the shops’ aquaculture 

assortment’s relation to cultivation methods was low. The knowledge of different types of 

aquaculture systems and their relation to environmental problems was also low. No shop said 

they had any special intentions or motivations to buy aquaculture products from a preferred 

type of system. 

Fodder 

Fodder with regards to the central assortment is not mentioned in the studied documents on 

the corporate website. 

Respondent #1 claimed fodder is known only for KRAV-certified aquaculture products. 

Respondent #2 did not know, and respondent #3 said it was possible to get information about 

fodder from the suppliers. No shop had any selection preferences of restrictions regarding 

fodder (for instance, maximum percentage of wild fodder), although shop #1 had some 

KRAV species in its fish counter assortment. 

Central ICA seemed to possess some knowledge about problems with fodder and inefficiency 

with regards to cultivated salmon (ICA 2011; ICA 2012i). All shops possessed some 

knowledge about fodder issues, though shop #2 said they had a low knowledge in this area. 

Shop #1 trusts the KRAV certification system regarding fodder. 

Trophic level, energy inefficiency 

At the central level, no restrictions (or intentions) of species related to trophic levels or energy 

efficiency could be found. At least four of the five species in the “top five list” of largest fish 

sales within ICAs central fish assortment are trophic inefficient species (ICA 2012i: 14; 

Naylor et al. 2000).  

None of the shops had any restrictions or visions regarding species selection related to trophic 

level or energy efficiency. Three shops (#2, #3, #4), sometimes during the year had some carp 

product in its assortment, because of customer demands. Shop #4 often had KRAV-certified 

mussels in its assortment. 
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Some knowledge about the inefficiency problem was found at ICA central level; a small 

notice about inefficiency regarding cultivated salmon was found (ICA 2012i: 14). Three 

shops (#1, #3, #4) seemed to have some knowledge about the matter. Shop #1 exemplified 

with the high rate of fodder through salmon products. Shop #2 expressed they had a low 

knowledge level in this thematic area. 

To summarize, overall knowledge about the inefficiencies seemed to be low, although some 

things were mentioned about salmon. There were no intentions or preferences of any species 

related to trophic levels or food efficiency. 

Specific area of concern: Giant prawns 

Central ICA has banned giant prawns totally from the central assortment. They wait for the 

so-called ASC certification for giant prawns. The current recommendations to the shops are 

the same as the policy for the central assortment (ICA 2012i: 23). 

According to the respondents, none of the shops had giant prawns at the fish counter. 

Respondent #2 for instance put it this way: “We have removed all giant prawn products from 

the assortment” (#2). All respondents seemed to possess a high knowledge level about the 

ecological and social problems with giant prawns. For instance, respondent #4 agues: “We 

would like to have giant prawns in the assortment, but we know today’s giant prawns are not 

environmentally friendly. I know MSC labelled giant prawns exist, but there are doubts about 

the sustainability. I also know some cultivated giant prawns are in a ASC process” (#4).12 

Giant prawns – frozen assortment (based on own investigation of frozen assortment) 

Note: None of the respondents was responsible for the shop’s frozen assortment. This part of 

the model (giant prawns – frozen assortment) is not based on interviews but on my own 

physical investigation, although some related information from the interviews is presented 

here. 

According to respondent #3, knowledge is spread via internal shop meetings or internal 

dialogue. According to respondent #4, all frozen giant prawns have been removed from the 

assortment. 

Two of the shops did not have any giant prawn products in their frozen assortment (shop 2, 

shop 4). Shop 1 had four different giant prawn products in their frozen assortment, while shop 

3 had one giant prawn product in their assortment. 
                                                
12 Note: The linguistic formulation is not literally taken, but the content is correct. 
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Securing the assortment 

This thematic area of the analytical model concerns how the shops work with ecological 

sustainability regarding their products and how they work to secure ecological sustainability 

(if they do). Note that certain information here will partly overlap some of the information 

given in previous sections, but is necessary to validate the whole picture. 

Note: Table 8 in the appendix may facilitate comparisons between the stores. 

No red-listed species of WWF’s fish list exist in ICA’s own brand assortment. Gradually, ICA 

increases the quantity of MSC-certified products in its central assortment. Red-listed species 

are avoided as much as possible in the central assortment; only a few red-listed products still 

exist (ICA 2012g; ICA2012h) 

According to respondent #1, the shop’s fish counter has no red-listed species in its assortment. 

Approximately 35-40 percent of the assortment is certified with either KRAV or MSC (#1).  

Respondent #2 explains the proportions of KRAV and MSC-certified products vary depen-

ding on the current availability at the supplier. But shop #2 does not reflect upon possible 

choices between certified and non-certified products in the purchase. They do not make any 

pre-selection of certified products. The WWF fish list is only used occasionally (#2). 

Blacklisted13 products are banned (e.g. Angler fish, Swedish: marulk14) by shop #3. Yet if 

such products unintentionally are harvested as by-catch, these can be sold to customers. Red-

listed species are not purchased if they can be replaced by other products. However, customer 

demands are mostly of highest priority, though the shop usually avoids exposure of red-listed 

species. The assortment in the shop usually consists of less than one percent KRAV or MSC-

certified products, but certified products may be purchased on demand from customers, 

although this seldom happens. The KRAV certification scheme requires a completely 

separated product line. Respondent #3 says there are uncertainties regarding statuses of stocks 

internationally. The respondent claim it is impossible to always be fully updated with, for 

instance, stock status because the products have a short lifecycle, and this therefore would be 

very labour-intensive and costly (#3). 

Because of current internal organizational changes, respondent #4 claims there are currently 

uncertainties with regards to the assortment’s relations to WWF’s fish list. When the 

                                                
13 In this case, I am not sure how to interpret “blacklisted products” and how this in this case differs from red-
listings.  
14 Angler fish is on WWF’s red list (WWF 2012c). 
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organization has settled, the shop will probably put a ban on red-listed products. Today, 

mussels in the assortment for the most part are KRAV-certified. Earlier they had KRAV-

certified salmon (#4). 

5.3 Summary 

This section will aim at summing up the analysis described above (in section 5.2) and, 

consequently, answer research question one: how do the shops’ work, knowledge and 

assortments relate to research about ecological sustainability regarding fish and aquaculture, 

and how is sustainability secured? This section will also aim at answering the second 

analytical question: are there any areas15 where the shops’ behaviours constitute problems, 

and if so, which ones? 

The problem areas above have been documented and analyzed per shop in section 5.2. The 

knowledge of and the degrees of action to resolve problems with aquaculture and fishing 

diverged between the different shops, and this will be summarized here. Moreover, with a 

reference to research question number two, are any of the areas more overrepresented as 

problems than others?  

Regarding stock origins, the analysis showed the knowledge about the detailed origins of 

individual stocks and stock statuses normally was low, even if the knowledge of origins on a 

higher geographic level seemed to be high. As claimed by some of the stores, usage of 

labelling systems like MSC or KRAV (and perhaps also the WWF fish list) could guarantee 

that fish came from sustainable stocks. Although one store argued the suppliers had detailed 

knowledge of these matters, this did not seem to be followed up because it was argued to be 

too labour-intensive to keep track of this as a daily routine. Then it could also be argued that 

the trust in the labelling systems (also in the suppliers) is very important in the shops’ work 

with securing the ecological sustainability of fish and aquaculture products.16 As we have 

seen, the facts that only a very low proportion of the sold products are certified, and that 

detailed knowledge of stocks statuses and origins normally are also low, it could be argued 

the traceability issue could be one of the members of a “top list” of ecological problems with 

regards to the stores work. 

                                                
15 Thematic areas according to used sustainability research about fishing and aquaculture. 
16 As mentioned in the limitations, no analysis of sustainability of labelling systems or certifications is made in 
this thesis. 
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According to the analysis, the knowledge about the problems with different fishing methods 

seemed to be generally high. As considered, only one shop actively tried to avoid for instance 

trawl fishing. The same shop also had some KRAV products for which the fishing methods, 

according to the shop were known, or guaranteed by the labelling systems. The information 

about intentions or visions about fishing methods was missing for the other stores; so because 

of this missing information, I cannot argue the fishing method problem is high on the priority 

list of ecological problems, even if it could be suspected. 

As analyzed, the knowledge about ecological problems with different aquaculture types 

(open-water/ closed, intensive/ extensive, integrated/ non-integrated) seemed to be low. The 

knowledge about the assortments’ relations to the different aquaculture types also seemed 

low. As different environmental impacts are related to different types of aquaculture (see 

theory), and the aggregated knowledge was low combined with no measures taken, the 

aquaculture type is also considered a “top list” problem. 

All shops (except one) had some knowledge about problems with fodder for aquaculture, in 

particular the high proportion of wild fodder for salmon. No special measures were performed 

for the matter, except for one shop that claimed KRAV products only consume KRAV-

certified fodder. As the KRAV part of the assortment, aggregated, was marginal, and almost 

no intentions goals or preselections related to the fodder issues were made when the 

assortment was chosen, this area is also a candidate for the “top list” of mostly unhandled 

ecological problems. 

Regarding trophic levels and energy inefficiency, some shops sometimes had some products 

related to high efficiency species, but this was only because of demand from customers. The 

knowledge level about the inefficiency problems was some, but rather low. This combined 

with no intentions for the assortments also put this on the “top list” of partly unallocated 

ecological problems. 

The knowledge of ecological problems with giant prawns was high at all stores. No fish 

counter had any giant prawn species in their assortment and could explain why in a good way. 

So this problem, from the fish counter perspective, will not fall into the “top list” of 

ecological problems, although two shops still had giant prawns in the frozen assortment. None 

of the respondents were responsible for the frozen assortments, but this will still put the giant 

prawn problem on the “top list” of unhandled ecological problems. 
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Now on the question about how the stores “secure” the sustainability of their assortments. As 

we have seen, supplier information, labelling systems like MSC and KRAV and the WWF 

fish guide are used to secure sustainability. In fact, detailed follow up of and reflections about 

supplier information is not so common. Secondly, only a low proportion of certified products 

are present in the aggregated fish counter assortment, although at one store the WWF fish list 

is fully applied and the certified product quota is rather high. This combined with a rather low 

aggregated knowledge about the different sustainability research areas (thematic areas), may 

indicate that a high percentage of the products in the assortments are not “secured” with 

regards to ecological sustainability. 

A comparison between the central policies and central assortment with the different shop poli-

cies mainly reveals two things. First, local policies, assortments and practises with regards to 

ecological sustainability differ a lot between the different shops, as shown above. Second, 

there seems to be a discrepancy between the central corporate sustainability policy and the 

stores’ local practices with fish sustainability, especially visible with regards to stock statuses. 

More specifically, the WWF fish guide was used differently (or not at all) in some shops. 

Furthermore, the MSC or KRAV part of the assortment varied a lot, with generally a very low 

proportion of labelled products in the different shops, although the central assortment 

consisted of a number of ecolabelled products and was said to increase in the future. The ban 

of giant prawns at the central level and the central recommendations for the shops about giant 

prawns did not seem to have had any impact on the frozen assortment in some of the stores, 

even if it had had a breakthrough at all fish counters. 

PART TWO 

Note: Table 9 in the appendix may facilitate comparisons between the stores. 

5.4 Historical changes and the future 

This section describes historical changes as well as future plans and is a preparation to an-

swer research question number 3 (which will be answered in section 5.5): at shop level, which 

historically important changes can be perceived, what is the potential for a more sustainable 

future transformation, and how does this relate to proactivity, reactivity, and passivity?  

With regards to the model, this part together with section “5.2 What and How? Fishing, 

aquaculture and knowledge”, will constitute a foundation for the following responsiveness 

and niche change analysis that follows in section 5.5. 
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Historical change 

Central ICA 

Since 200417, ICA has worked with different fish- and aquaculture matters with regards to 

sustainability. The work with sustainability of cod has been going on since 2004 (maybe since 

earlier). Cod from the Baltic Sea was banned from the own brands18 in 2004, and cod from 

the North Sea was only caught with hook. In 2004, some MSC species existed in the central 

assortment. One giant prawn product was offered in 2004. In 2005, some more MSC products 

were offered. Giant prawns were not advertised but still one product was sold. In 2006, all 

cod from Baltic Sea was stopped. In 2008, according to ICA, their purchase requirements 

were tightened up and the work with the suppliers became closer in order to increase 

sustainability and improve traceability. Due to cooperation with WWF, several species were 

removed from the central assortment. Two KRAV-certified species were introduced into the 

own brand assortment. The WWF fish guide was introduced to the fish counters. In 2009, 

giant prawns were removed completely from the central assortment. According to the annual 

report, ICA in 2009 ceased selling some products, but did also try to improve the situations. 

Information on the corporate website about the central assortment was completed with 

sustainability information, WWF classification and origin, per product. Three central 

assortment species could be traced in a detailed way via the webpage. Checklists for stores to 

be used when buying products directly from own suppliers were introduced. The WWF fish 

guide was distributed to the shops. In 2010, the central policy regarding WWF fish guide was 

changed to “we strive to not offer red-listed fish and shellfish … in our central assortment” 

(ICA 2011, own translation). More MSC-certified products were offered, and ICA enhanced 

the cooperation with WWF. ICA also put more requirements on the suppliers regarding 

cultivated salmon. In 2011, all “fish” in the central assortment were green- or yellow-listed in 

accordance with the WWF fish guide. Around 40 products in the central assortment were 

MSC-certified in 2011 (ICA 2005; ICA 2006; ICA 2007; ICA 2008; ICA 2009A; ICA 2010; 

ICA 2011; ICA 2012j). 

Shops 

Respondent #1 explains there is a large difference today compared to the situation in 1998. In 

1998 customers had no knowledge regarding ecological sustainability issues. Today the 

suppliers are much better at their work with both traceability and ecological sustainability 
                                                
17 The earliest annual/ sustainability report available at ICA’s central website is from year 2004. 
18 The own brand assortment of fish and shellfish products can be found in the brands ICA, ICA Basic, I love 
ECO, ICA Gott liv, ICA Selection (ICA. 2012n). 
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certification systems.  Earlier there were many more suppliers and a very limited possibility to 

trace the origins of the products. Five years ago, only one KRAV-certified product was avail-

able. Today several KRAV products exist. Respondent #1 explains that the shop today has 

approximately 35 to 40 percent of the fish counter assortment certified with either KRAV or 

MSC. 

According to respondent #2, there has been a great change towards a much larger knowledge 

regarding traceability of products, both in general and for fish products. Earlier, product 

origins were often unknown. Neither the fish department nor the shop management have any 

current strategy regarding ecological sustainability and fish. Sometimes it is possible to 

choose between MSC and unlabelled products, but no direct explicit choices based on 

preference for MSC or for non-labelled products are made during purchase (#2). 

Respondent #3 argues that awareness about sustainability regarding expiry dates and hygiene 

has risen for the past seven years. This was not regulated before. Generally speaking, the 

knowledge about fish was very low 12-13 years ago (#3). 

Respondent #4 started to work with fish around five years ago. Earlier, traceability was not so 

important. The respondent means that a lot of changes within this area have occurred since the 

last period of the 20’s century (#4). 

Reasons for historical change (drivers and incentives) 

Central ICA 

Central ICA argues that healthy oceans are essential for those who want to sell fish products. 

They also claim that this is the reason why they have worked so much with such sustainability 

issues, despite the existence of contradictory scientific information. ICA claims they think of 

future generations. ICA has had a lot of cooperation and dialogue with environmental activist 

organizations like WWF and Greenpeace. ICA’s sales of Norwegian cultivated salmon were 

in 2009 critically examined within a Swedish public service TV program (called Uppdrag 

granskning) (ICA 2010; ICA 2011; ICA 2012j). 

Shops 

Respondent #1 argues that one important factor behind the changes is a different customer 

demand. Public knowledge about the stocks has also increased. Today a maximum amount of 

catches has been set. The product origins are better known today. The respondent also 

explains that its activities with sustainability issues regarding its fish assortment is a way for 
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the shop to contribute to more sustainable activities. The respondent expresses that while the 

product prices are still important for the customers, there are also other important factors 

emerging, like sustainability (#1). 

The respondent in shop #2 considers the most likely explanation for more ‘sustainable’ 

products today is that the suppliers have such products in their assortment nowadays. The 

respondent says the reasons for little change in the shop depends on a missing shop 

management strategy towards a more ecological sustainable fish policy (#2). Respondent #3 

sees the general knowledge about fish has risen in the latest 12-13 years (#3). Respondent #4 

states numbers of continuous events have contributed to a development of traceability and 

more sustainability. Examples are un-sustainability issues regarding the Baltic Sea, tuna 

species, and continuous issues with depleted stocks (#4).  

Planned changes/ potential future changes 

Central ICA 

There is not so much information regarding future improvements in the fish area on the 

corporate website, but here is some information from ICA’s general environmental policy and 

from ICA’s fish policy. 

The company should continually make progress and act responsibly with regards to its 

environmental work and they ‘do everything’ to make the products ‘environmentally 

acceptable’ according to its high-level “quality, environmental and social responsibility 

policy” (ICA 2009b). ICA argues they intend to act responsibly with their consumption of 

natural resources. About fishing, they claim they do this to secure long-term fishing 

sustainability. Note that ICA expresses that as much as possible(!), fish products should come 

from legal fishing (ICA 2012i).19  

Biological diversity is one of the main future focus areas, and ICA claims they will find new 

ways to secure biological diversity. Generally, the own brand assortment of ecological 

products will be extended (ICA 2012k) 

Shops 

The respondent in shop #1 explains that even though customers today are not so much 

interested in sustainable fishing and aquaculture, the respondent wants to be able to offer 

more ‘sustainable’ products in the future. At the moment that is not possible due to a certain 

                                                
19 Restrictions: “…legal fishing with regards to quotas, origin, tools and size” (ICA 2012i, own translation). 
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local change process in the shop. But after this process is over, the respondent wants to begin 

the work preparing for additional KRAV-certified products (#1). There is no strategy or 

activities for the future from the shop #2 management regarding ecological sustainability for 

fish products. According to respondent #3, contemporary research today works a lot with 

stock estimations. Today the different estimations are contradictory. Eventually, the 

respondent says, new guidelines regarding stock statuses and new types of labels will come, 

and current guidelines will be tightened up. The respondent thinks that major authorities must 

set regulations, and that this will start to happen when the contradictions in scientific 

knowledge begin to fade away. The shop will wait for this to happen before they start taking 

up any actions (#3). The fish department in shop #4 is currently going through organizational 

changes, and the respondent is going to take over the responsibility for the department. 

Therefore, there has so far been uncertainty regarding the shop’s fish policy. The respondent 

would like to start working with WWF list, certification label systems for ecological 

sustainability, join the debate about fish sustainability, and to improve staff knowledge. The 

respondent wants to add more products with a higher sustainability into the assortment (#4). 

Reasons for future plans or potential future change (drivers and incentives) 

Central ICA 

General: ICA could increase its sales and lower its operational costs through investments in 

new environmentally oriented technology. The company argue they want to secure long-term 

fishing sustainability. ICA claims saving biological diversity is important. The public interest 

in environmental and climate related questions has, according to ICA, decreased due to 

financial crises. Still, they state those questions are still important for their customers (ICA 

2009b; ICA 2012m). 

Shops 

The respondent in shop #1 says it is important to work using a preventive approach. The 

respondent explains this is one way for the shop to contribute to more sustainable activities/ 

more sustainable development (#1). No management decisions regarding activities about 

ecological sustainability exists in shop #2. The respondent in shop #3 awaits new regulations 

before any further actions are planned. Respondent #4 mentions several reasons for a change 

through higher levels of ecological sustainability. First, sustainable fishing is important, 

because we borrow the planet from our children. Secondly, the respondent would like the 

shop to constitute a good example for other shops within the ICA chain. This could constitute 
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a potential for a “good change spiral”. Working with these issues is morally correct, according 

to the respondent. It is good for the customer, and it is good for the store too (#4). 

Barriers and supporting factors 

This section describes the shop’s different perceptions of which barriers and supporting 

factors that exist for a transformation into a possibly more “sustainable state” of the 

businesses. 

Note: Table 10 in the appendix may facilitate comparisons between the stores. 

No explicit information about barriers or supporting factors was found on the central 

corporate level sources. 

Barriers 

The respondent in store #1 explained there are very few barriers for those who want to extend 

their fish assortment with more sustainable products. Respondent #2 said they had knowledge 

deficiencies with regards to barriers. Respondent #3 argued non-existing regulations as being 

a barrier, and explained the shop’s fish counter should not start to work with this before new 

regulations are in place. The requirement of reserving a special KRAV line for KRAV 

products constitutes a barrier to implement those products at the fish counter (#3). The 

respondent in store #4 perceives some possible barriers for change. One barrier could be if 

responsible persons are old, then they might have a lower ability to change behaviour. 

Another barrier could be that current routines must be changed, and that might be 

problematic. Another barrier could be that shop management does not understand this type of 

work. Yet another barrier could be remaining customer demands for the old products. 

Customer demands could be changed if alternative substituting products were created and 

communicated to the customers (#4). 

Supporting factors 

Respondent #1 added the fact that the suppliers already possess much knowledge; and already 

have solutions, which they also advocate. One supporting factor, according to respondent #2, 

is central ICA’s recommendations regarding sustainability for fish. Another factor could be 

that shops within the ICA chain are free to sell what they want, which implies it can be easier 

for shops that want to shift to a more sustainable document. The respondent argued that 

AxFood is more hierarchical whereas the ICA shops are more autonomous (#2). Even though 

shop #3 will not start to work with those matters in advance of new regulations, the 

respondent acknowledges support from ICA’s central organization as a supporting factor for 
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activities to start. The shop already has an environmental policy, which could support such 

activities (#3). Respondent #4 says that both resources and possibilities exist. One supporting 

factor is specialized supporting organisations, like WWF. Internal support from central ICA is 

another factor and also the suppliers, especially the larger ones. Smaller suppliers have less 

material and fewer resources (#4). 

PART THREE 

5.5 Analysis of historical changes, the future, and responsiveness 

This section aims to answer research question number 3: “at shop level, which historical 

important changes can be perceived, what is the potential for a more sustainable future 

transformation, and how does this relate to proactivity, reactivity, and passivity?”. 

Historical niche changes 

As observed above, historical changes at different scales of all shops have contributed to 

some changes in the way the shops work with fish sustainability. 

Shop 1 

Shop one has, compared to the other studied shops, the largest fish counter assortment of 

products related to environmental certifications (35-40 percent). The shop has a policy today 

that totally bans red-listed species from the assortment. Knowledge about that the different 

ecological problems for the “sustainability” products chosen are taken care of is largely, 

though not totally, based on trust of the certification label systems and on WWF’s fish list, 

and on the suppliers. Compared to the situation in 1998, when, according to respondent #1 (as 

well as from the other respondents), there was not so much knowledge regarding ecological 

sustainability, there is little doubt that the work with ecological sustainability has increased a 

lot since then in this shop. A different customer demand, increased knowledge about stock 

statuses and stock origins are important drivers for the described changes according to 

respondent #1. Another driving force this respondent mentions is that this was the way for the 

shop to contribute to more sustainable activities. If the shop had only reacted on increased or 

changed customer demands, based on the definition of reactivity, it could have been argued 

the shop was reactive. As the shop really has started to have more “sustainability” products in 

the assortment, the denomination “passivity” is not suitable for this shop, as passive according 

to the theory is defined as failing to accomplish anything by one’s own power. Due to the fact 

that the respondent argues that customers are not so much interested in asking for, or buying, 
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“sustainability” products, combined with the described changes into a more “ecological 

sustainable” position than before, I argue this shop can be considered as more proactive in its 

historical nature than reactive. Based on this empirical work, the niche changes for this shop 

can be considered as the shop’s fish counter moving to a more sustainable state than it was 

earlier. Despite this, some considerations could be related to the existence of giant prawns in 

the frozen assortment.  

Shop 2 

This shop does not have any selection preferences regarding certified products. According to 

the respondent, there is nothing that says that, for instance MSC or KRAV products should 

not be in the assortment, and perhaps it has also been sometimes, although few reflections are 

made during purchase of fish products. The WWF list is only used occasionally. But the shop 

has been active in the ban of giant prawns, which also had an impact on the frozen 

assortment. The overall knowledge of ecological sustainability in the fish department seems 

to be low, and a factor behind this is missing strategies at the shop management level. The 

ICA central recommendation, that all species sold should be green- or yellow-listed on 

WWF’s fish list, does not lead to any handling at the shop management or at the fish counter. 

According to the respondent, the product origins were earlier often unknown, while today the 

level of knowledge about traceability is much higher. The respondent claims that the 

explanation as to why there are more “sustainable” products today, although we have seen 

this have not affected the shop’s assortment, is that the suppliers have such products in their 

assortment nowadays. What has caused the shop to totally ban giant prawns didn’t come out 

of the interview. So this could either be considered as proactive or reactive, depending on the 

reason for this change. But almost every other piece of information regarding this shop points 

to a passive or reactive responsiveness. The “overall” traceability performance has increased, 

but no “sustainability” reflections seem to be done with regards to purchase. Therefore, I 

argue this shop mostly has hold a passive responsiveness, but with some reactive elements. 

Regarding the niche change, only a very small historical change into a more sustainable 

nature could be claimed.  

Shop 3 

The respondent seems to have a rather high knowledge of traceability and how to secure 

product origins and seems to be conscious of both many types of ecological problems related 

to fishing and aquaculture and how to find out how different products relate to ecological 

impacts. This shop does not normally seem to sell blacklisted products and they do not expose 
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these and possibly not red-listed species either. If customers wish to buy any possible product, 

the shop usually orders it from the suppliers, even if the products are red-listed, because the 

shop is afraid of losing customers. But according to the interview, the staff usually informs 

the customers about the red-listing and do not usually recommend such a product. Giant 

prawns are banned at the fish counter, although one such product still exists in the shop’s 

frozen assortment. The assortment consists of less than one percent MSC or KRAV-certified 

products. The respondent explains the historical change by the awareness of sustainability, 

which has increased regarding expiry dates and hygiene20, though this was not regulated 

before, and because the knowledge about fish has increased over the past 12/13 years. As 

blacklisted and red-listed products are not normally sold, and the shop does not expose such 

products and does not recommend customers to buy those, the shop could have been 

classified as a proactive shop. But as the assortment only includes a very low part of products 

with an ecologically sustainable profile, though, normally, red-listed products are not in the 

normal assortment (but can be ordered by customers), I argue the nature of the shop’s work 

has historically generally been reactive with some small proactive elements. This is because 

they mainly follow regulations, and because customers’ preferences seem to be allowed to 

override the red-listing policy. The niche change could historically then be described as only 

very marginally changed to a more sustainable nature. Although the respondent seems to 

possess a relatively high knowledge of the ecological problems with fish and aquaculture, the 

customers’ preferences are valued high and are allowed to override for instance the WWF 

policy. Furthermore, no special preference about ecolabels is claimed. Although the 

knowledge level seems to be high, the willingness to change is low. Accordingly, decisions 

made in a previous situation when knowledge of ecological sustainability was lower are still 

allowed to continue to affect current assortment policies.  

Shop 4 

At shop 4, a recent internal organizational change is in progress, which makes it harder to get 

a picture of the situation, and especially of the historical representation. The knowledge of 

traceability seems to be rather high, except for stock origins and stock statuses, the same as 

for almost all of other shops. The respondent claims that a lot has changed in the fish sales 

area in general since the last decade of the 20th century and mentions several driving forces 

for this (see earlier sections). No giant prawns are in the shop’s assortments, and the vision 

about the future seems to be rather much related to more work with ecological sustainability. 

                                                
20 Note: Expiry dates and hygiene has nothing to do with ecological sustainability. 
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The shop has KRAV mussels and earlier had KRAV salmon in its assortment. But so far, the 

shop has not adopted any policy regarding how to work with for instance the WWF fish list. 

The respondent has worked at the store for approximately half a year and has worked five 

years in the fish sales area. Moreover, the respondent’s new role as responsible for the fishing 

department has not really settled yet, which means the fishing and aquaculture policy is not 

yet clear. With this background the history is rather unclear at the store, so the responsiveness 

analysis will be founded at a high level of uncertainty. Despite this, the shop has some 

products related to ecological sustainability, but as the shop has no clear vision, I argue that 

historically, the responsiveness is located somewhere between reactive and proactive. As for 

shop 3, the historical niche change, with uncertainty, could be considered as partly changed to 

a more sustainable nature.  

Potential future development 

In this section, the current situation will not be described, as the previous section has already 

covered this. This section will instead use that result and concentrate on future plans (if any) 

and the potential change and current responsiveness towards the future. 

Shop 1 

Although the respondent claims their customers are rarely interested in sustainable fishing or 

aquaculture, the respondent wants to offer more ecologically sustainable (KRAV-certified) 

products in the future after the current organizational process is over. The respondent argues a 

preventive approach is important, and that this is one way for the shop to contribute to 

sustainable development. I argue both explanations provided by the respondent could be 

related to the definition of a proactive responsiveness used in this thesis: “to be focused on 

predictable future situations”.  

Shop 2 

Neither any decisions at the shop management level, nor any strategies in the fish department, 

suggest there will be any planned changes in the future related to ecological sustainability. 

Therefore, I argue this shop’s responsiveness relates most to the definitions of passive (“to 

fail to accomplish anything by one’s own power”), or reactive (“something that occurs as a 

reaction to something)”. But I find no further evidence to distinguish between the different 

responsiveness concepts, passive or reactive. No special plans or drivers exist in the current 

situation. 
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Shop 3 

The respondent explains the shop will wait before they do any changes in a more ecological 

sustainable direction. They will wait until new guidelines and/or new regulations come, and 

according to the respondent, this will take time, as contemporary research has still not agreed 

upon the statuses of stocks. The “wait state” described by this respondent, I consider, can be 

directly related to a reactive responsiveness according to the definition of the concept in this 

thesis. An interesting thing is that the respondent’s knowledge level seems to be high, but this 

has not given rise to any incentives for change. Accordingly, the outcome of the niche change 

for the shop is predicted not to change its “sustainability state”. 

Shop 4 

As considered, the respondent has visions for future work with ecological sustainability issues 

at the store. The respondent states sustainable fishing is important “because we borrow the 

planet from our children” (#4). Being a good example for other shops within the ICA chain, 

and the fact it is morally correct, are other reasons mentioned. Finally, the respondent 

mentions what is good for the customer is also good for the store. By this argumentation, it is 

clear that the respondent does not possess a passive responsiveness attitude. Because it seems 

the respondent does not await any external drivers before any actions is carried out, like for 

instance new regulations, the responsiveness does not seem to be related to reactivity, though 

the respondent mentions several potential internal barriers (see barriers and supporting 

factors). In the case of shop 4, it might in the current situation be relevant to split the 

responsiveness between the shop and the respondent because of the internal barriers and the, 

so far, missing shop policy. I claim the respondent’s visions hold a proactive responsiveness, 

as those are easy to relate to the definition of proactivity: “to be focused on predictable future 

situations”. 

Detailed transitional niche changes analysis 

Shop #1 

The shop already has a high proportion of ecolabelled products and they use the WWF fish 

guide. They do not perceive any barriers except the current organizational change. Solutions 

for extended work with ecological sustainability are considered as a supporting factor, the 

knowledge level seems to be high, and the intentions for the future seems to be strong and 

consist of an increase of the KRAV assortment. According to Loorbach & Rotmans (2009), 

certain factors may cause lock-ins. Accordingly, the path dependency seems to have been 
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relatively low compared to shop 2 and 3, as many changes have already occurred at shop 1, 

and no lock-in situation has occurred for this shop. At least compared to the other stores, this 

shop could be considered as a frontrunner. 

Shop #2 

Ecolabelled products can occasionally be taken into the assortment, but the shop does not 

have any preferences and does not apply any reflections during the purchase of fish products 

with regards to ecological sustainability, so the outcome of this seems to be rather random. 

Neither does the WWF guide seem to be used. The respondent admits own knowledge 

deficiency and another mentioned barrier is the absence of local management policies 

regarding fishing and aquaculture sustainability. Factors that could support a transition could, 

according to the respondent, be supported by ICA’s central organization and the ICA model, 

and also the local autonomy concept of ICA. According to Loorbach & Rotmans (2009), 

insufficient knowledge, support or an ingrained behaviour could lead to lock-in situations. 

Insufficient knowledge, low support from management and perhaps absence of decisions in 

the past may suggest this store has encountered a lock-in situation depending on a high level 

of path dependence. But as I did not accumulate enough information about the historical 

situation, I cannot conclude if it is a lock-in situation that has occurred, or if the reasons are 

more a matter of lack of willingness. What is possible to determine by the perceived situation, 

is that this shop may according to the current situation need some additional pressure if they 

are to change their practices at the fish department into a more ecological sustainable state. 

Pressure is the only way to relieve a lock-in situation, but as considered, it has not been 

possible to determine if there is a lock-in situation at this shop, even though there are some 

indications of this. 

Shop #3 

Up to one per cent of the assortment consists of products with ecolabels. The respondent 

claims no red-listed (or “blacklisted”; undefined) species in the WWF fish guide are normally 

ordered from the suppliers, but admits customer requirements may override this policy, and 

that red-listed species can be offered for customers if harvested as by-catch. The respondent 

seems to possess a rich knowledge of the ecological problems, but this has not resulted in any 

related measures or intentions. One barrier, as mentioned by the respondent, is non-existing 

regulations that would have forced the shop’s work into a more sustainable state. Another 

barrier mentioned is that the requirements for shops to be able to offer KRAV products in the 

fish counter assortment is too comprehensive, because it requires a completely separated 
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KRAV work line. The current local environmental policy and possible support from ICA’s 

central organization could work as supporting factors, according to the respondent. With the 

relatively rich knowledge, it seems like the shop’s way of working has been chosen in a 

conscious way, and that economical reasons including fear for losing customers, lie behind 

the choices. According to Loorbach & Rotmans (2009), increasing path dependency may 

exclude some opportunities in the present, which can lead to lock-ins. But with the rich 

knowledge and the conscious choices, this does not seem to be so much related to a high path 

dependency, but rather to rational economical choices. 

Shop #4 

Thank to the interview, we at least know the shop has one or occasionally a few KRAV 

products in the fish counter assortment, and one or more pre-packed MSC products (for 

instance shrimps) from the central assortment. Today, anglerfish, that is red-listed in the 

WWF fish guide, is sold. According to the respondent, this is because of the current 

organizational confusion and the currently missing local fish sales policy. The respondent that 

is on the way to take over the responsibility of the fish department possesses a lot of 

intentions related to increased ecological sustainability for the future, even if the shop/fish 

department does not do that yet. Barriers, according to the respondent, are ingrained 

behaviours depending on old members of the staff that have worked a long time in the 

business and that may not easily change their behaviour. A low level of knowledge at the 

shop level is also seen as a barrier. Persistent customer demands could also be a barrier 

according to the interview, but the respondent clams this could be solved with alternative 

products. Supporting factors mentioned by the respondent are specialized supporting 

organizations like WWF, internal support from central ICA, and good support into ecological 

sustainability by the larger suppliers. Just like for the responsiveness analysis, I find it 

pertinent to split this analysis between the shop and respondent. The work performed by the 

shop in the current situation seems to possess a more or less random nature, where use of 

ecolabels is mixed with the selling of red-listed species. This mixture may be explained by the 

currently missing fish department policy. Accordingly, I find the situation at the shop too 

indefinite to analyze any further. As considered, there are both obstacles and possibilities with 

regards to the respondent’s visions. The respondent’s visions may work as an internal force to 

follow a more ecological sustainable direction. Loorbach & Rotmans (2009) argues external 

pressure is necessary to resolve lock-in situations. As considered, I have not succeeded in 

analyzing if there was a lock-in situation at the shop, but some kind of force would be needed 
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to transform the no-policy situation into a more consciously selected direction. The 

respondent may act as one possible force for this, which may propose the respondent could be 

considered as a forerunner, even if the shop is probably not in that current situation. 

5.6 Summary: Responsiveness and transitional niche changes 

This section contains an aggregated summary from the transitional and responsiveness 

analysis in previous section, presented in tables. 

Table 3 summarizes the responsiveness analysis. Table 4 compiles historical change analysis 

and potential future development. Table 5 contains a summary of the detailed transitional 

niche change analysis. 
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Table 3. Responsiveness analysis 

Shop Historical Future potential 

1 Proactive Proactive 

2 Passive and/or reactive  Passive and/or reactive 

3 Reactive with some proactive elements Reactive 

4 Reactive or proactive (uncertainty) Respondent’s vision = Proactive 
Shop = uncertainty 

 

 

Table 4. Historical niche changes and potential future development. A complete horizontal 
arrow indicates no or minor changes. The more vertical direction of the arrow, the more 
changes into a higher ecological state have been perceived. 

Shop Historical changes Future potential 

1 Has been moving to a more sustainable 
state than it was earlier. 
 

The future could lead into a more 
ecological sustainable state. 
 

2 Only a very small historical change into 
a more sustainable nature could be 
claimed. 
 

Possibly “no change” if no drivers, 
incentives or increased knowledge gives 
rise to a “push”. 

3 Very limited change into a more 
sustainable nature. 

 

Possibly no change of “sustainability 
state”, if no drivers or incentives gives rise 
to a “push”. 

4 Partly changed to a more sustainable 
nature (uncertainty). 
 

 
 

If the respondent's vision becomes the 
same for the shop, the transitional niche 
change for the shop could be estimated to 
change to a higher “sustainability state”. 
Otherwise, uncertainty. 

  
  
 
 

 

? 
 
 
? 

? 
 
? 
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Table 5. Detailed historical niche change analysis 

Shop Description 

1 Barriers: Few barriers, one current barrier: organizational change 
Supporting factors: Rich knowledge, solutions exist already ready to implement. 

Lock-in? No 
Frontrunner? Yes (compared to the other shops) 

Path dependency? Low 

2 Barriers: Knowledge deficiency, missing local management policies about ecological 
sustainability. 
Supporting factors: Central ICA already has ecological sustainability 
recommendations. 
Lock-in? Not possible to conclude if a lock-in situation has occurred, or if the reasons 
more are a matter of lack of will. 
Frontrunner? No 

Path dependency? See lock-in. 

3 Barriers: Non-existing regulations, KRAV line requirements. 
Supporting factors: Support from ICA’s central organization. 

Lock-in? Probably not, but no actions possibly because of economical reasons, see 
path dependency. 

Frontrunner? No 
Path dependency? With the rich knowledge and the conscious choices, this does not 
seem to be so much related to a high path dependency, but rather to rational 
economical choices. 

4 Barriers: Old ingrained behaviours, possible resistance to change, possible low 
understanding of ecological sustainability at shop mgmt, customer demands (possible 
to solve according to respondent). 
Supporting factors: Specialized supporting organizations (like WWF), internal 
support from central ICA, supplier support (for larger suppliers). 
Lock-in? I have not succeeded in analyzing if there was a lock-in situation at the 
shop, but some kind of force would be needed to transform the no-policy situation 
into a more consciously selected direction. The respondent may act as one possible 
force for this.  
Frontrunner? Respondent: Yes. Shop: Possibly not. 

Path dependency: Not possible to determine. 
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6. Discussion 

What is the current potential for transformation into a more ecological sustainability of 

the business? 

As considered, two of the stores had some kind of proactive attitude that in the long term, by 

their own intentions and changed behaviours, could potentially lead to a higher level of 

sustainability. For the other two shops possessing a more passive or reactive attitude, any 

measures will probably be dependent on external factors like changed regulations or changed 

customer preferences or demands, or internal factors like a changed company policy, on either 

local or central level. Some of central ICA’s overarching sustainability policy seems to have a 

small breakthrough. For instance, the WWF list was applied actively in one shop and no shop 

had giant prawns in their fish counter assortments, although giant prawns existed in the frozen 

assortment in two shops. This study does not make any comparisons with other food chains.  

Yet, could ICA’s highly decentralized policy, where the different stores by themselves all 

take important decisions, lead to a more or less ecological sustainable state? In this “free” 

present situation, this will depend on the incentives, policies and plans issued at the local 

stores, especially when the fish counters’ assortments mostly originate from their own 

suppliers. According to Grin, Rotmans & Schot (2009), frontrunners can catalyze changes. 

Perhaps ICA’s decentralized policy in the long run, aggregately, could contribute to a more 

sustainable ecological state when forerunners are allowed? That is far more than what the 

scope of this thesis could answer, but one interesting question is what the most effective way 

to provide more sustainability is – a centralized structure or a decentralized concept. 

So, in a long-term perspective, on an aggregated level, I expect some more changes into a 

more sustainable nature of the fish business within the studied stores. I also conclude, if 

changes towards more ecological sustainability niche states are going to be made, first, this is 

dependent upon the different stores/ different fish departments’ own preferences. Secondly, it 

is also dependent on the potential willingness to update the local shop knowledge, because of 

the decentralized nature of the ICA concept. According to Deutsch et al. (2011) and 

Oesterveer (2006), current international trade rules do not contribute to ecological 

sustainability. According to Loorbach & Rotmans (2009), resolving lock-in situations requires 

pressure from the outside. Even if lock-ins have not been empirically proven, the situations 

for some shops are not expected to change into a more ecologically sustainable level. If no 

additional outside pressure is applied, there is nothing in the analysis that indicates the 
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ecological sustainability related problems aggregately would be resolved “by itself”. One 

respondent even claims that no changes will be completed without new regulations. 

Miscellaneous 

According to the limitations, this study does not attempt to assess the “sustainability” of any 

certification label or organization. One thing I found out, which was not part of the research 

questions, but appeared during the work, was that in three of the stores21, trust in the WWF 

fish guide, the MSC and KRAV labels and to some extent in suppliers, partly seemed to act as 

a substitute for knowledge about sustainability. I think this may indicate a rather low 

reflexivity and a high trust in the certification organisations at the stores. Problems related to 

ecolabels and certification systems have not been taken up in this thesis, but blind trust in 

anything without critical reflection may be problematic (note: I do not argue the respondents 

had blind trust). In addition, the knowledge of the new ASC initiative, related to aquaculture 

sustainability, was generally low among the respondents. 

Generalization? 

Could the selection procedure have implications regarding the possibility to generalize the 

results? There is a risk for this, because I had to adapt to which stores could participate in the 

interviews, and many stores could not (or did not want to?) participate. Though one 

conclusion is that the answers from the different stores were rather dissimilar, could this 

indicate the stores are too different in some variable? Yes it could be so, but I argue the 

answer could also be related to the decentralized nature of the ICA chain, where the different 

shops can make their own decisions. 

Future research 

Could the analysis model be used or modified to fit future research? As the limitations of the 

study explain, ecological dimensions included in the model are limited. To include a more 

complete relation to ecological sustainability, the model must be complemented and detailed 

with other thematic areas and updated and more methods to verify ecological sustainability. 

Critical reviews of ecological sustainability of ecolabels would be very interesting to add 

because then more qualified secondary effects of the businesses’ work could be possible to 

verify. If other food chains and/or store concepts were included in future research, perhaps the 

business model perspective (here I mean relations to centralized/decentralized structure) 

should be added to the analytical model. The reasons why the situations at the stores look like 
                                                
21 Shop number 1, 3 and 4. 
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it does today could unfortunately not be exactly verified in this thesis (here I refer to section 

5.4 and Table 5). I assume this thesis could be used as a kind of pilot study, and that further 

research could dive deeper into ecological sustainability related problems wish fish and 

shellfish. I also think it could be possible to examine more deeply the reasons in further 

research. 

To summarize, I argue the analytical model could be used in future research if it is adapted to 

new research purposes. I also argue that the possibility of verifying ecological sustainability is 

very limited and therefore could and should be updated for possible future research. 

 

Proposals for future research  

• This thesis’ sustainability measures borrowed from fish and aquaculture sustainability 

research were limited. The sustainability measures could be developed to be possible 

to assess more detailed analyses. 
 

• The social and economic sustainability dimensions were not included in this thesis, 

and could be added in future research. 
 

• The material could be expanded to include other food retail chains and different shop 

concepts to increase the possibilities for generalization. 
 

• Consequences of low reflexivity and high trust in certifications. To add the 

perspective “sustainability of labelling systems” from earlier research about ecolabels, 

and try to analyze possible ecological consequences of trust in ecolabels and NGO’s. 
 

• A normative study; identify possible legal instruments to be applied to/ incorporated 

into international trade rules to adapt the fish and shellfish supply chains to current 

and future ecological (and perhaps, social) sustainability. 
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7. Conclusions 

The knowledge of and work with ecological sustainability differed a lot between the shops. 

Three shops seemed to possess a rather high knowledge, and one shop seemed to possess low 

knowledge. The way some of the shops work with sustainability, and the way in which the 

stores secure sustainability, is through WWF’s fish guide, through MSC and KRAV 

ecolabels, and through information from suppliers. One fish counter had 35-40 per cent 

certified products. In the other stores, the certified percentage was low (up to 1%, varying, 

respectively low). 

Many problems with regards to the thematic areas were not so much noticed or dealt with by 

the stores, though giant prawns were a clear exception, despite being present in two shops’ 

frozen assortment. Detailed knowledge of stock origins and stock statuses seemed to be low, 

at least in everyday practice, although knowledge of the origins on higher geographic level 

seemed higher. Regarding fishing methods, information about intentions or visions about 

fishing methods were missing for some stores, so I cannot argue the fishing method problem 

is part of the top list of ecological problems due to missing data. Other areas, which could be 

suspected to hold ecological problems, were aquaculture types, fodder, trophic levels and 

energy efficiency. In addition, actions related to some of the thematic areas could be arguably 

taken as measures in one shop (shop 1) through its devotion to have a high proportion of 

ecolabelled products and its stated general application of the WWF fish guide. There seemed 

to be a discrepancy between the central corporate sustainability polices and the stores’ local 

work with fish sustainability, especially in the stock status and giant prawn areas. 

The analyzed historical changes and potential future development at shop level, together with 

the results from the shop responsiveness analysis, see table 3, 4 and 5. 

Some potential changes into a more sustainable nature within the studied stores seem to be 

possible. The fish departments’ own preferences and potential willingness to update local 

shop knowledge appear to be important factors, especially with regards to the decentralized 

nature of the ICA concept. It seems like some kind of additional pressure may be required if 

the shops’ sustainability related problems aggregately are to resolved by themselves.  

How far it is possible to generalize the conclusions partly depends on whether or not it is pos-

sible to distinguish if the dissimilarities between the shops can be explained by the decentra-

lized nature of the ICA business model, or if there are unknown bias variables in the selection 

preferences. However, I argue further research would be needed to answer that question. 
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9. Appendix 

9.1 Result tables 

Note 1:  The tables below contain the same information as in the result section.  
Note 2: All references are in the results and analysis section, and not in the table below 

(except for citations). These tables are only to facilitate an overview 
 
Table 6. Results – Fishing related thematic areas. Note: Only results, i.e. no analysis. 

Category Case Traceability Knowledge 
ICA 
central 

Traceability should be possible 
for all products sold by ICA.  
Three species from ICAs own 
brand can be traced in detail on 
ICAs webpage. 
Products with ICAs own brand: 
“Control through the whole 
supply chain” (ICA 2012f). 

Own brand: Via cooperation with the 
suppliers. 
 

#1 Fishing area is always known - 
due to regulations. Also 
possible to trace via Internet. 
Exact origin (from which 
stock) is not known. 

Via documentation from the suppliers, 
and traceable via Internet. 

#2 In most cases (always?), 
fishing area is known. 
Governed by regulations. 
Normally no knowledge at 
stock level. Level of known 
traceability varies. 

Via documentation from the suppliers. 

#3 It is easy to get information on 
stock origin. Country and sea 
of origin are always known. 
Suppliers can specify 
catchment zone. It is possible 
to order on specific stocks. 
If origin is not known, it can be 
checked on Internet and/or via 
supplier. 

Via documentation from the suppliers, 
and traceable via Internet. 

Stock 
origin 

#4 All fish caught from natural 
stocks are marked with 
catchment zone. 

Information from suppliers. 

Stock 
status 

ICA 
central 

Usage of WWFs fish list for 
own brands; no red-listed 
species in own brands. 
Increased usage of MSC 
products in central assortment. 
Red-listed species are avoided 
as far as possible in central 

Knowledge through trust of WWF list 
and MSC labelling system. 
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assortment; only few red-listed 
products exist in central 
assortment. 

#1 MSC or KRAV labelled 
products: YesA 
Other products: No 
The shop only sells products 
that are not red-listed on 
WWF’s fish list. 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
No exact knowledge in the shop. 
Knowledge through trust of label 
systems and WWF’s fish list and 
suppliers. 

#2 No, normally not. Not 
prioritized by management. 

Problem knowledge: Low.  
The shop’s fish responsible personnel 
have not had any possibility of 
attaining any education program or 
similar. 

#3 It is possible to get this 
information from the suppliers. 
Also possible to search via 
Internet. 
But it is impossible to always 
be fully updated with for 
example stock status, because 
the products have a short 
lifecycle. 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
No exact knowledge in the shop. 
Knowledge through trust of WWF’s 
fish list, suppliers, and label systems 
(though labelled products are seldom 
in assortment).B 

#4 So far, there is generally not so 
much knowledge about the 
stocks and stock statuses. That 
the whole supply chain is 
involved is a precondition for 
traceability. Labelled products 
facilitate this. 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
No exact knowledge in the shop. 
Knowledge through trust of label 
systems that facilitate traceability. 

ICA 
central 

See “stock status” above See “stock status” above 

#1 Possible fishing methods for 
products in the assortment 
could be line, net or trawl. 
They try to avoid trawl-fished 
products. Replacement 
products for trawl-fished can 
sometimes come from cage 
harvests. 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Unknown how they know fishing 
method. 

#2 <No information> <No information> 
#3 Possible to find out from the 

suppliers. 
Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Knowledge through trust of suppliers. 

Fishing 
methods 

#4 Today it is (only) possible to 
differentiate between hook and 
net fishing methods. 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Knowledge through trust of suppliers. 

Notes: 
A Depending on the label’s own traceability. 
B See more under Assortment results. 
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Table 7. Results – Aquaculture related thematic areas 

Category Case Assortment Knowledge 
ICA 
central 

Central ICA recommends the 
shops to only use suppliers that 
specify country of origin for 
aquaculture products. 

See fishing - traceability 

#1 Country of origin is always 
known. Exact origin (from 
which aquaculture site) is not 
known. It is possible to trace 
via Internet (correctly 
understood?). 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Source of knowledge: Via 
suppliers and trace via Internet. 

#2 Country of origin is always 
known, often not exactly from 
which specific aquaculture site. 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Reflexivity: Different regulations 
in different countries. Different 
level of knowledge depending on 
country of origin. 
Source of knowledge: Via 
suppliers. 

#3 Known at country level. 
Assortment comes from few 
known countries; mostly from 
Norway, Vietnam, and 
Sweden. 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Source of knowledge: Via 
suppliers. 

Traceability 

#4 All aquaculture products sold 
are labelled with country of 
origin. Shellfish products: 
often possible to see on a more 
detailed level.  

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Not sure about how detailed the 
information that is possible to get 
from the suppliers, e.g. originating 
region in a country for non-
shellfish products. 
Source of knowledge: Via 
suppliers. 

ICA 
central 

In studied documents on the 
corporate website, it is not 
really clear which types of 
aquaculture the central 
assortment or own brand 
assortment originates from. But 
some annual reports indicate 
salmon comes from open-water 
systems, and cultivated giant 
prawns came from intensive 
aquaculture. But there are no 
giant prawns in the central 
assortment today. 

Problem knowledge: Central ICA 
appears to have knowledge of 
risks with open-water systems and 
prawn aquaculture. E.g. spread of 
pests from salmon aquaculture. 
Another example; problems with 
cutting down of mangrove for 
prawn aquaculture. 
 

Type of 
aquaculture 

#1 All aquaculture products are 
from open-water, non-
integrated systems. 

Problem knowledge: Some.  
Source of knowledge: 
<Unknown> 
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#2 <Unknown> Problem knowledge: Low. 
Source of knowledge: Respondent 
has visited one aquaculture site 
some years ago. 

#3 Possible to get information 
from suppliers. 

Problem knowledge: Some. 
Source of knowledge: Suppliers. 

 

#4 Known types: Open-water and 
land-based systems. 

Problem knowledge: Some. 
Source of knowledge: 
<Unknown> 

ICA 
central 

Fodder with regards to the 
central assortment is not 
mentioned in the studied 
documents on the corporate 
website. 
 

Problem knowledge: Knowledge 
of problems with inefficiency 
with cultivated salmon. 
Knowledge about consumption of 
wild fodder species, with regards 
to cultivated salmon.  
 

#1 For KRAV labelled products: 
Fodder info known because 
they only use KRAV labelled 
wild fodder. Other: undefined. 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Knowledge through trust of 
KRAV label system. 

#2 <Unknown> Problem knowledge: Low. 
 

#3 Possible to get information 
from suppliers. 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Source of knowledge: Suppliers. 

Fodder 

#4 <no information> Problem knowledge: Yes. 
ICA 
central 

No restrictions or visions. 
At least 4 of 5 of the species in 
the top five list of large fish 
sales within ICAs central fish 
assortment are trophic 
inefficient species. 

Problem knowledge: Knowledge 
of problems with inefficiency 
with cultivated salmon  
 

#1 No restrictions or visions. Problem knowledge: Some, via 
knowledge of problems with 
salmon products. 

#2 No restrictions or visions. 
Carp (high efficiency species) 
sometimes sold, due to 
customer demand. 

Problem knowledge: Low. 

#3 No restrictions or visions. 
Carp (high efficiency species) 
sometimes sold, due to 
customer demand. 

Problem knowledge: Some. 

Trophic 
level, [in]-
efficiency 

#4 No restrictions or visions. 
Carp (high efficiency species) 
sometimes sold, due to 
customer demand. 
KRAV mussels often in 
assortment. 

Problem knowledge: Some 

Specific 
area of 

ICA 
central 

Central assortment: Total ban 
of giant prawns. Awaiting ASC 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Has been removed from central 
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ICA 
central 

certification for giant prawns. 
Recommendations to shops: 
Same as for central assortment. 

assortment earlier because of 
known environmental and social 
impacts. 

Interview: No tiger prawns or 
scampi. 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Has been removed from 
assortment earlier because of 
known environmental and social 
impacts. 

#1 

Frozen assortment A:  
Two tiger prawn products, not 
labelled, in stock. 
Two scampi products, not 
labelled, in stock. 

Frozen assortment: 
<No information> 

Interview: No Tiger prawns. Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Has been removed from 
assortment earlier because of 
known environmental and social 
impacts. 

#2 

Frozen assortment A: No tiger 
prawns, no scampi. 

Frozen assortment: 
<No information> 

Interview: No giant prawns, 
nor in frozen assortment. 
(Dialogue in shop between 
fresh food and frozen food 
responsible). 

Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Has been removed from 
assortment earlier because of 
known environmental and social 
impacts 

#3 

Frozen assortment A: One tiger 
prawn product, no label, in 
stock. 

Frozen assortment: 
See above + via internal company 
dialogue. 

Interview: No giant prawns.  Problem knowledge: Yes. 
Has been removed from 
assortment earlier because of 
known environmental and social 
impacts 

concern: 
Giant 
prawns 
(like tiger 
prawns or 
scampi) 

#4 

Frozen assortment A: No giant 
prawns. 

Same as above, according to 
interview. 

Notes: 
A None of the respondents were responsible for the frozen assortment. Based on my own 
investigation of the current frozen assortment. 
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Table 8. Results regarding assortment 

Category Case Central 
/own B 

Status 

ICA 
central 

<n/a> Usage of WWFs fish list for own brands; no red-listed 
species in own brands. Increased usage of MSC products 
in central assortment. Red-listed species are avoided as 
much as possible in central assortment; a few red-listed 
products still exist in central assortment. 

#1 No/Yes No red-listed species in assortment as defined by WWF’s 
fish guide. Approx. 35-40% of the assortment is labelled 
with MSC or KRAV. 

#2 No/Yes Proportion of MSC and KRAV labelled products vary 
depending on current availability at the supplier. No 
special reflection regarding, or pre-selection of, labelled 
products. Occasional usage of WWF fish list. 

#3 A few 
pro-
ducts/ 
Yes 

Blacklisted products are totally banned (e.g. anglerfish C) 
if not unintendedly harvested as by-catch. Red-listed 
species (according to WWF list) are not purchased if they 
are possible to replace by other products. However, 
customer demand is mostly of highest priority, though the 
shop use to avoid exposure (e.g. advertisement) of red-
listed species. 
KRAV and MSC products, but also any other product 
based on customer demand, may be purchased on demand 
from customers. Less than 1% of the assortment is 
estimated to be certified by MSC or KRAV. 
The respondent says there are uncertainties regarding 
statuses of stocks internationally. 
It is impossible to always be fully updated with, for 
example, stock status because the products have a short 
lifecycle, as this would be very labour-intensive. 

Assortment 

#4 Yes/ 
Yes 

Not sure yet of relations of assortment to WWF fish list 
because of current internal organizational uncertainty. But 
coming intentions will probably be to ban red-listed 
products.  
Today, mussels are KRAV-certified. Earlier they had 
KRAV-certified salmon. 

#1 Yes/un
known 

Two Tiger prawn products, not labelled, in stock. 
Two Scampi products, not labelled, in stock. 

#2 Yes/un
known 

No Tiger prawns, no Scampi prawns. 

#3 Yes/un
known 

One tiger prawn product not labelled, in stock. 
No Scampi prawns. 

Assortment, 
frozen A 

#4 Yes/un
known 

No giant prawns. 

Notes: 
A None of the respondents were responsible for the frozen assortment 
B Central = Uses central ICA assortment. Own = Procurement by own suppliers. 
C Swedish translation of anglerfish: marulk. 
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Table 9. Historical changes and the future 

Type of 
change 

Case Change description Why? Drivers and incentives 

Historical 
change 

ICA 
central 

Since 2004 (2004= maximum historical 
limit on ICA’s central webpage), ICA 
has worked with different fish- and 
aquaculture matters with regards to 
sustainability. The work with 
sustainability of cod has been going on 
since 2004 (maybe since earlier). Cod 
from the Baltic Sea was banned from the 
own brands in 2004, and cod from the 
North Sea was only caught with hook. In 
2004, some MSC species existed in the 
central assortment. One giant prawn 
product was offered in 2004. During 
2005, some more MSC products were 
offered. Giant prawns were not 
advertised but still one product was sold. 
In 2006, all cod from Baltic Sea was 
stopped. During 2008, according to ICA, 
their purchase requirements were 
tightened up and the work with the 
suppliers became closer in order to 
increase sustainability and improve 
traceability. Due to cooperation with 
WWF, several species were taken away 
from the central assortment. Two 
KRAV-certified species were introduced 
into the own brand assortment. The 
WWF fish guide was introduced to the 
fish counters. In 2009, giant prawns 
were taken away completely from the 
central assortment. According to the 
annual report, ICA in 2009 began not 
only to stop selling some products, but 
also to try to improve the situations. 
Information on the corporate webpage 
about the central assortment complete 
with sustainability information, WWF 
classification and origin, per product. 
Three central assortment species could 
be detail traced via the webpage. 
Checklists for stores to be used when 
stores buy products directly from own 
suppliers. The fish guide was distributed 
to the shops. In 2010, the central policy 

Central ICA argues healthy 
oceans are essential for those 
who want to sell fish 
products. They also claim that 
is the reason why they have 
worked so much with such 
sustainability issues, although 
scientific contradictions exist. 
ICA claim they think of 
future generations. ICA has 
had a lot of cooperation and 
dialogues with environmental 
activism organizations like 
WWF and Greenpeace. ICA’s 
sales of Norwegian cultivated 
salmon were in 2009 
examined within a Swedish 
public service TV program 
(Uppdrag granskning). 
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regarding WWF fish list was changed to 
“we strive to not offer red-listed fish and 
shellfish … in our central assortment” 
(ICA 2011, own translation). More MSC 
products were offered, and the 
cooperation with WWF was enhanced. 
More measures and requirements on the 
suppliers regarding cultivated salmon. 
During 2011, all “fish” in the central 
assortment were green- or yellow-listed 
with regards to WWF fish list. Around 
40 products in the central assortment 
were MSC-certified.  

#1 There is a big difference today compared 
to 1998. In 1998 there was no 
knowledge regarding ecological 
sustainability issues among the 
consumers. Today the suppliers are 
much better at working with both 
traceability and labels. 
Earlier there were many more suppliers 
and a very limited possibility to trace. 
Five years ago, only one KRAV-
certified product was available. Today 
several KRAV products exist. 
 
Shop #1: Today, 35-40% of the 
assortment is MSC or KRAV-certified. 

Important factors are changed 
customer demands. The 
knowledge about the stocks 
has also increased. Today 
there are maximum catches 
that must not be exceeded. 
The origins of the products 
are better known today. 
The respondent also explains 
this is a way for the shop to 
contribute to more sustainable 
activities. 
The prices are important for 
the customers, but there are 
also other important factors, 
like sustainability. 

#2 There has been a great change towards a 
much better knowledge regarding 
traceability of products, both general and 
for fish products. 
Earlier, product origins were often 
unknown. 
There is no current strategy within the 
shop or by the shop management 
regarding ecological sustainability and 
fish. Sometimes it is possible to choose 
between MSC and no-labelled products, 
but no direct explicit choices based on 
preference for MSC are done. 

“The most likely explanation 
for more ‘sustainable’ 
products (today) is that the 
suppliers have an assortment 
of this nowadays.” 
 
Reasons for little change in 
shop #2: No current shop or 
management strategy towards 
a more ecological sustainable 
fish policy. 

#3 The respondent means that awareness 
about sustainability regarding expiry 
dates and hygiene has risen for the past 
seven years. 
This was not regulated before. 
 
Generally the knowledge about fish was 
very low 12-13 years ago. 

The general knowledge about 
fish has risen in the latest 12-
13 years. 
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 #4 The respondent started to work with fish 
five years ago.  
Earlier, traceability was not so 
important. The respondent means a lot of 
things in this area have happened since 
the last period of the 20th century. 

A number of continuous 
events have contributed to a 
development of traceability 
and more sustainability. 
Examples are unsustainability 
issues regarding the Baltic 
Sea, tuna species, and 
continuous issues with 
depleted stocks.  

ICA 
central 

The company should continually make 
progress and act responsibly with 
regards to its environmental work and 
the products should be ‘environmentally 
acceptable’  
ICA argues they intend to act 
responsibly with their consumption of 
natural resources. About fishing, they 
claim they do this to secure long-term 
fishing sustainability. As far as possible, 
fish products should come from legal 
fishing. 
 
Biological diversity is one of the main 
future focus areas, and ICA claims they 
will find new ways to secure biological 
diversity. Generally, the own brand 
assortment of ecological products will be 
extended. 
 

General: ICA could increase 
its sales and lower its 
operational costs through 
investments in new 
environmentally oriented 
technology et cetera.  
Secure long-term fishing 
sustainability. 
 
ICA claims saving biological 
diversity is important. The 
interest in environmental and 
climate related questions has, 
according to ICA, decreased 
due to financial crises. 
Although, they state those 
questions are still important 
for their customers. 

#1 Even though the customers today are not 
so much interested in sustainable 
fishing/aquaculture, the shop wants to be 
able to offer more ‘sustainable’ products 
in the future. At the moment that is not 
possible due to a certain local change 
process in the shop.A  
But after this process is over, the 
respondent wants to begin the work 
preparing for even more KRAV-certified 
products. 

The respondent says it is 
important to work using a 
preventive approach. 
 
The respondent explains this 
is one way for the shop to 
contribute to more sustainable 
activities/ more sustainable 
development. 

#2 There is no strategy or activities for the 
future from the shop management 
regarding ecological sustainability. 

No management decisions 
regarding activities regarding 
ecological sustainability. 

Planned 
changes/ 
potential 
future 
changes 

#3 Contemporary research works with stock 
estimations. Today the different 
estimations are contradictory. 
Eventually, new guidelines regarding 
stocks, labels will come, and current 
guidelines will be tightened up. 
The respondent thinks major authorities 

Awaiting new regulations 
before any further actions. 
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must set regulations, and that this will 
start to happen when scientific 
knowledge begins to recur. 
The shop will wait for this to happen 
before they will start any actions. 

 

#4 The fish department in the shop is 
currently going through organizational 
changes, and the respondent is going to 
take over the responsibility for the 
department. Therefore, there has been 
uncertainty regarding the fish policy. 
The respondent would like to start 
working with these issues: the WWF list, 
labelling systems, join the debate about 
fish sustainability, and to build staff 
knowledge. 
The respondent wants to add more 
products with a higher sustainability into 
the assortment. 

The respondent mentions 
several reasons. Sustainable 
fishing is important, as we 
borrow the planet from our 
children.  
 
Would like the store to be a 
good example for other shops 
within the ICA chain. This 
can constitute a potential for a  
“good change spiral”. 
Working with these issues is 
morally correct. It is good for 
the customer, and it is good 
for the store too. 

Notes: 
A The actual reason is not documented here to assure anonymity for the shop. 
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Table 10. Barriers and supporting factors for a change to a more extended ecological 
sustainability 

Case Barriers Supporting factors 
ICA 
central 

<No information> <No information> 

#1 There are very few barriers for those 
who want to extend their assortment 
with more sustainable products. 

Suppliers: They already have a high 
knowledge. The suppliers already have 
solutions, which they also advocate. 

#2 Knowledge deficiency Central ICA recommendations regarding 
sustainability for fish. 
Shops: Free to sell what they want. 
Compared to AxFood: AxFood is more 
hierarchical. The ICA shops are more 
autonomous. So it is easier for ICA shops 
to work with sustainability if they want to 
do that. 

#3 Non-existing regulations. The shop will 
not start to work with this before new 
regulations come.  

Even though the shop will not start to work 
with those matters in advance of new 
regulations, the respondent acknowledges 
support from ICAs central organization if 
activities were to start. 
The shop already has an environmental 
policy, which could support such activities. 

#4 The respondent perceives some 
possible barriers for change. One 
barrier could be if the people 
responsible are old, then they might 
have a lower ability to change 
behaviour. 
Current routines must be changed, and 
that might be problematic. 
Another barrier could be that shop 
management does not understand this 
type of work. Yet another barrier could 
be customer demands. Customer 
demands could be changed if exchange 
products are created and communicated 
to the customers. 
 

Resources and possibilites exist. One 
supporting factor is specialized supporting 
organisations, like WWF. Internal support 
from central ICA is another factor and also 
the suppliers, especially the larger ones. 
Smaller suppliers have less material and 
resources. 
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9.2 Interview guide 

The interview guide was created with the purpose of setting a background, and structured 

from the analytical model and underlying theoretic framework. 

A. Current situation – what and how? 

Questions regarding the shops’ current situation, knowledge and assortment. 

A.1 Fishing 

Traceability; stock origins, stock statuses, and fishing methods. 

A.2 Aquaculture 

Traceability, type of aquaculture, fodder, trophic levels and inefficiency, and specific areas of 

concern (giant prawns). 

A.3 How secured 

Methods the shops use to secure ecological sustainability.  

(Could for instance be suppliers, WWF fish guide, MSC, KRAV or ASC certifications, or 

other.) 

B. Change 

Questions regarding the shops’ historical changes and future plans. 

B.1 Historical change 

Historical changes with regards to ecological sustainability within temporal perspective (see 

limitations). 

B.2 Future plans 

Planned changes and intentions with regards to ecological sustainability within temporal 

perspective. 

C. Reasons for change 

Questions regarding the shops’ reasons and potential barriers or supporting factors for 

historical changes and future plans. 

C.1 Drivers and incentives 

Which factors have contributed to historical changes, respectively future plans or incentives? 

C.2 Barriers and supporting factors 

Which barriers or supporting factors exist? 


